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FORElvORD 
Unfortunately this paper did not turn out the way 
in which it was intended by the writer. The aim of the 
paper was to carry out an empirical study into the legal 
problems of prison inmates. The results of such a study 
would have , hopefully, provided a more concrete basis for 
any discussion on the implementation of a prison legal 
services programme in this country . 
However, the Department of Justice refused a request 
by the writer that he be permitted to interview 50 inmates 
at Wellington Prison. Accordingly, the writer was forced to 
rely for his factual material solely on interviews with 
half a dozen ex-inmates (including two former lawyers) as 
well as on discussions with the Superintendent and Welfare 
Officer at Wellington Prison. 
The writer wishes to thank Mr. D. Jones of the 
Wellington Probation Service for his efforts in arranging 
the interviews. 
CIIAPTER 1 
LEGAL AID IN NEW ZEALAND - THE DEVELOPING PATTERN 
The provision in New Zealand of legal aid for persons 
of modest means has been particularly tardy and only in fairly 
recent years has an attempt been made to establish a comprehensive 
legal aid scheme. 
The non-existence, until recently, of an organised and 
structured legal aid system in New Zealand did not necessarily 
mean, however, that people of small or moderate means were 
denied the benefit of legal advice and assistance: members of 
the legal profession often made their services available 
without any charge whatever to a client who was unable to 
pay the normal costs of legal services. As Professor Caldwell 
points out: 
... it is almost certainly true that the very lack 
of formalised legal aid schemes fostered a 
tradition of service within the legal profession 
itself, so that it could fairly be claimed that 
nobody with a good case was prevented from litigating 
it because of lack of money. (1) 
The provision of legal aid accordin~ly proceeded on a 
rather haphazard basis. In civil cases, legal aid was 
available to poor people by an application to the Cotirt under 
the ancient procedure of in forma paupcris. Ilowcver, the 
procedure was rarely used(Z) partly because it appeared too 
complicated and also 'the standard of living is such in New 
Zealand that very few people could be poor enough to qualify 
for this type of aid."( 3) 
(1) R.A. Caldwell - 'Legal Ajd - The Pattern' (1974) N.Z.L.J.63 
(2) For a recent example, sec Perkowski v Wellington Cit_I. 
Corporation (1959) N.Z.L.R.l, which involved an appeal to 
tne Privy Council under the in forma pauperis procedure. 
(3) Transcript of television interview on legal aid given by the 
Secretary of the New Zealan.d 1La.
.w1...Sa....iety, September, 1966. VIetorla Un vers T.Y en 
W€!1ington 
Law Library 
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As f ar as criminal legal aid was concerned, 'the 
traditions of the profession and the rudimentary provisions for 
indictable offences of the Justices of the Peace Amendment 
Act 1912, amplified by the Poor Prisoners Defence Act 1933 
were regarded as adequate. ' ( 
4) 
An attempt to introduce legal aid in civil litigation was 
made in 1939 with the enactment of the Legal Aid Act. The 
purpose of the Act was to authorise the making of regulations 
which would ensure that poor persons would have legal aid 
available to them. With the advent of the Second World 
War, however, the implementation of the Act was precluded and 
it never went into effective operation. 
After the war, further discussion took place on the 
question of establishing a State-supported legal aid system. 
The Right Honourable J.R. Marshall gave a most succinct summary 
of the course of events during this period when speaking to 
the Legal Aid Bill in 1969: 
(4) 
.... there were protracted negotiations with the 
Law Society and it became clear that the legal 
profession was not prepared to co-operate in any 
sort of formal legal aid scheme. The profession 
regarded it as unnecessary and tlndesirable, and indeed 
looked on it .... as pr.csenting a threat to the 
independence of the profession . This, by the way, 
was very much in contrast with the situation in England. 
There a far-reaching legal aid scheme was introduced 
in 1949 with the approval, and indeed the blessing, 
of the legal profession .... In any event the New 
Zealand Government agreed in 1951 to drop the proposal 
for a legal aid scheme. In return the Law Society gave 
a formal undertaking to ensure that no person with 
a reasonable case would be prevented from bringing or 
defending legal proceedings because he could not 
afford to pay for them, or pay for the services of a 
lawyer in the ordinary way . This undertaking, al tliough 
it was a proper one and indeed in some respects a 
generous one, did not really add anything new because 
it was, in effect, a formal confirmation of an 
obligation that the legal profession has always 
accepted. The Government has not made, nor has it 
Caldwell, lac. cit. p.63 
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ever been asked to make , a financial contribution 
It is not unfair to say that this arrangement 
worked only because it has not been perhaps as 
widely known as it might have been and so has 
not been widely used . (5) 
The Offenders Legal Aid Act 1954 
The provisions of legal aid in criminal cases was 
placed on a statutory footiag in 1954 with the enactment of 
the Offenders Le gal Aid Act. { 6) One comm en ta t or has no tecl 
that ' the s t at u t e and s chem e are s t ark in the i r s imp 1 i c i t y . ' ( 
7 ) 
The Act provides that in any criminal proceedings any Court 
having jurisdiction may grant legal aid to any person charged 
with or convicted of any offence . (
8
) The Court is enjoined 
to have regard to ( 9) 
(a) the means of the person charged or convicted 
(b) The gravity of the offence; 
(c) In respect of any appeal, the grounds of the 8ppeal; 
(d) Any other circumstances that in the opinion of 
the Court are relevant . 
Legal Aid Act 1969 
Work on a legal aid scheme for civil cases began in 
earnest about 1963, when an officer of the Department of 
Justice examined the legal aid schemes in England and the 
Scandanavian countries. At the same time the Law Society was 
preparing its own proposals, which were based fairly closely on 
the English Scheme. The Government introduced a Legal Aid 
Bill in the 1966 session of Parliament but it was not proceeded 
with and was eventually withdrawn. Between 1966 and 1969 
there were prolonged discussions between the Minister of 
Justice and departmental officers and representatives of 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
11c'tef i]tg}?dig Jt~~; the0 ovcmgf-~en8rai' is empowered to rn<1kc such 
regulations as may in his opinion be necessary or expedient for g1vrng 
full effect to the provisions of the Act. The Regulations currently in 
force are the Offenders Legal Aid Regulations 1972 (S. R.1972/176) 
Caldwell loc , cit.p . 64.tor a recent article criticising the operation of 
the Act , see Grant - 'The Future of Legal Aid' (1974) N.Z.L .J.42 
s . 2(1) Offenders Legal Aid Act 1954 
s . 2 (2) 
4 
t he New Zealand Law Society . As a resul t o f these 
neg o tia t ions , the Legal Aid Act 1969 was pa s sed . 
The rationale behind the Act was explained by the 
Minister o f J ustice at the time : (lO) 
The essence of the case ror State-supported aid 
in civil ec1.scs can Le :.;i111ply stated . It arises 
from the basic responsibility of every State 
to ensure justice for its citizens and this 
responsibility is not truly fulfilled so long as 
any citizen is prevented by lack of means from 
having his grievances aired and determined fairly 
and adequately by the Courts . The same concept 
is behind Article 7 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights , which provides that all shall be 
entitled , without any discrimination , to the 
equal protection of the law . This requires th;it 
the balance of justice should ~ot be loaded in 
favour of the man with means , the large corporation, 
or the State itself . 
The scheme established by the Act applies only to legal 
aid in proceedings and does not extend to the provision of 
legal advice (unlike the Legal Aid and Advice(1ij 1949 (U.K . )) . 
Briefly , legal aid is available in all courts and in any 
administrative tribunal or judicial authority , proviclccl that 
the District Legal Aid Committee to which application is 
made considers that the case requires legal representation 
and that the applicant would suffer substantial hardship 
if legal aid were not granted . (l
2)In all cases,Cl 3) a Di s trict 
(10) Parliamentary Debates (Vol. 363 p . 2681 
(11) The granting of legal aid for appeals to the Privy Counci 1 is suh_iect 
to certain conditions : either the applicant must be the rcspondc,,t to the 
appeal in which case the grant of aid must be approved by the Minister 
of Justice , or alternatively, t he J\ttorney-Gcncral must ccrtif)' that the 
;ippeal involves a question of law of exceptional public import:lllcc crnd 
that the grant of legal ajd is desirable in the public interest. s. 15( I) (g) 
(12) s .15(l)(h) Legal Aid Act 1969 
(13) Section J5(2) specifics certain proceedings in respect of which legal ajc.l 
mc1y not be granted . One significant exception is the unavajl:1bility of 
legal aid for divorce proceedings . '111e omission o[ ajd for such proceedings 
was deliberate since its inclusion would have greatly inflated the 
cost of t he scheme . 
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Legal Aid Committee may refuse legal aid if it considers inter 
alia that the applicant ' s prospects of success are not 
sufficient to justify the grant of aid . (l 4) 
The cost· of the scheme is met prjmari ly by the Crown, 
although the legal profession also bears its share: 
practitioners engaged in legal aid cases arc obliged to 
absorb 15 percent of the costs involved in undertaking such 
work. The applicants for legal aid are, as a general rule, 
expected to make a minimum contribution of $30.00 (unless the 
District Committee considers that the making of such a 
contribution would cause substantial hardship(l 5) and tl1ey 
must satisfy certain financial conditions . (l 6) 
The establishment of a civil legal aid scheme, however, 
was not without its critics, One eminent legal practitioner 
in particular, launched a scathing attack on the scheme, 
protesting vehemently that such a scheme was entirely 
unnecessary: 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
No reason has been adduced to establish that such 
a scheme is necessary in our reasonably ,1 rn ucn t 
society .... It should be unnecessary to point out 
that because a scheme o[ Jegal aid has been thought 
to be neeclecl in such other countries as the United 
Kingdom it docs not follow that such a scheme is 
needed here. Indeed it is <li[ficult to avoid the 
unkind suspicion that New Zealand is to acquire a 
legal a i. cl s chem c £or the s ,1 m c r c as on a s i t 11 a s a 
security service and a national ballet - we don't 
really need one but it seems the correct tl1 ing to 
<lo to have one . .... The automatic liber.:11 response to 
the suggestion of legal aid in civil cases is to 
favour such a scheme . When the situation is examined 
through practical rather than starry eyes the 
institution of such a scheme as is proposed can, I 
contend, be clearly seen as neither necessary nor 
desirable. (17) 
S.32 (1) 
S . 17 (2) (c) 
Sec ss 17-19 
detail . 
D. F . Dugdale 
of the Act, which specify the criteria in 
' Against Legal Aid' (1967) N. Z. L.J . 65-66 
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Recent Developments 
One serious flaw in the legal aid scheme as it exists 
at present is that both the Offenders Legal Aid Act 1954 
and the Legal Aid Act 1969 provide assistance only for the 
purposes of representation and litigation; provision of 
aid for the giving of legal advice is outside the ambit of 
both Acts . 
To counter this deficiency, a number of voluntary schemes 
have sprung up throughout New Zealand . In particular, a 
number of Legal Advice Centres have been established. Generally 
speaking , these Centres carry out three separate functions: 
(a) Legal Advice Service 
(b) Legal Referral Service 
(c) Form Filling Centre 
The principal reason for the formation of these Legal 
Advice Centres was to : 
.. . . provide a facility for those persons who 
were unable or unwilling to seek legal advice in 
the normal way . Essentially the Centres were aimed 
at poor persons, that is, those persons who ivcre 
unable to afford these services. Quite clearly there 
are a number of such people in New Zealand, in 
particular pensioners, either old age pensioners 
or invalid pensioners with fixed incomes ivho often 
need some ~gal advice or aid but arc unwilling to 
obtain it because they fear the cost of it .. . 
There are also others in New Zealand who are poor by 
virtue of their circumstances in that the breadwinner 
is on a low wage and his income is almosi totally 
committed to paying rent, food expenses, clothing 
and education expenses for his family. 
J\lso it appears clear that there were many persons 
who were either too shy or too socially inadequate 
to attend at a solicitor's office. (18) 
The Centres are operated on a voluntary basis(l 9) 
under the auspices of the District Law Societies and receive 
no financial assistance from Government , although City Councils 
often provide the fa::ilities (such as buildings or rooms) 
necessary for the running of the Centres . 
\\'1 ll 1:rn1"011 - 'l.('!',;11 Jkrcrr;1J Ccntrvs' (1971\) 
,, I 11.l,,~1-~·,~l~\ 1·tit· l 1:1 I (1 l \1 I l1t• (II ~·~ · ..... · ~ ; ... , ...,.·~~,,....,.....,.__,,~--------... 
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Another recent innovation has been the establishment and 
implementation this year of a duty solicitor scheme. A voluntary 
scheme had been operating with notable s uccess for over a year in 
Christchurch , (
2
0)but it was evident that an organised national 
scheme , s upported and financially assisted by the Government , 
was requ ired . 
The scheme is an addition to, and not a substitute [or, 
the present civil and criminal legal aid schemes . Its purpose is 
to pro vide aid and assistance to defendants before they appear in 
Court . " In general , the duty solicitor will not appear for the 
defendant at the hearing of the charge unless it is obvious that 
the matter sho uld be dealt with at once . In that case , he may 
appear f or the defendant on a plea of ' guilty ' and address tl1e 
Court t o mi t igate sentence ." C2l) The duty solj ci tor may appear 
before the Co urt to seek bail , or to apply for an adjournment of the 
case . 
Conclusion 
It has been noted by one observer that 
It is unfortunately true to say that until 
recently New Zealand has not been overzeulous 
in providing financial assistance to persons 
of molest means in the conduct of their leg,11 
business . (22) 
This country ' s tarliness in providing n.dequntc leg,11 
assistance for its citizens of poor or modest rnenns is, in no 
small measure , attributable to the somewhat primitive beljcf 
entertained by some people (incluc]jng a number of short-si ghted, 
penny-pinching politicians and departmental burc,rncr,1ts) th n t 
there is no right to legal assistance for any member oC the 
community . The somewhat cursory examination of the history of 
legc1l aid in New Zealand undcrt(]ken nbove reveals th<1t too few 
people , especially those ,vho occupy positions o [ power c:ind 
in£ 1 u C ll C e ' a r C a w a re t h ;:it t O en s ll r C t ha t CV C r y C j t i z e ll i s C n t i t l e cl 
(19 Cont ' d .. centres do so voluntnrily ,mc.l ,ire not p,1icl ror their services . 
(20) For a descriptirn of the scheme, sec K.0!. ll,unpton - ' TJ1e Duty SoJicitor ' (1974) 
(21) 'l11c Secretary of the New Zealand Law So iety , Mr . \\' .M. Rodgers, (1 ZLJ. 78 . 
quoted in 'At Last the Duty Solicitor ' (1974) N. Z.L.J . 311 at 312 . 
(22) R.J\ . Caldwell , loc . cit . p . 63 
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to cq ua 1 just i cc and pro tc c tion before the 1 aw, th c community 
as a whole bears the onus of providing adequate legal assistance 
to everyone , regardless of their me,rns . The provision of lcgcll 
aid in New Zealand will continue to be limited an<l restricted 
until it is generally realised that the right to legal assistance 
is as much a fundamental right in our society as the right to 
proper medical services . 
Accordingly , it is with some hcs i tn tj on that the wr i tc r 
puts forward the idea of establishing a legal assistance programme 
for prison inmates . The very notion of providing legc1J nssistnnce 
to prisoners would uncloubtcdly strike many people as nbsurcl and 
preposterous . In<leecl , no less ,1 person than the Chier .Justice of 
the United States has recognised the cJjfficultics involv d in 
convincjng people that the Jlrovision of legal assistance 1s an 
essential factor 111 the rehabilitation of inmates (which, incic.lcnt-
aJly , is claimed to be the main ai.m of the corrective process in 
this country) : 
. .. Then the /\.B . /\ . (J\mcric,rn !Lir /\ssoci;ition) st.1ncl:ird s 
take another st p which t1vcnty yc,irs ago would h,iv c s c'c111cd 
cl b SU r cl t O TI1 ,ll1 y re cl SO 11 ~1 b 1 ' p C' 0 p 1 C . T ]1 1 S S t C p i c.; t h l' 
re CO t' 11 i t i O 11 0 f tJ 1 e V (1 l ll C O C p r O V i cl i l1 f t r :t i 11 l' d C O ll 11 S e l ] i 11 g 
to all prisoners on n syst c rn ,itic b,1si~; ,111<l L:hc u:; c or 
lawyers 8n<l L1w students 1vh never possible tl101ou gh tlll' 
co - openitjon of bar associ,itions, 1 -1w schools ;rnd l q-: ;ll 
a.id offices . The ic.lc,ll pro g r,1m recommended Cor tlH' C11t1trc.' 
is even more; it js to establish a small but continuillg 
staff nvailable to aJl prisoners to aclvis, them aJJ<l Lo 
p rep a r c a pp J i c tl t i on s i n a 1 p r o p r i , 1 t e c a s c s . Th i s m n y s L' c m 
U 11 W i S e , e Ve ll Il OW , t O lllil J1 y r (l S O ll [I b l e p CO p ] C ll I1 l C S S t h e )' 
think through tbe problem .. . If they do this 1 think they 
woul<l be persuad d. (23) 
Furthermore , if one mny be pcrmi.ttcd the luxury or putting 
forward yet another genera] ohscrvation of the ltisti-, r y of lcg;tl 
tlid 111 New Zealand, i wouJd be fnir comment to suggest th:1t ,lily 
p ll! 0 p O S a 1 W hi C h ill VO 1 V C S the S t at C i 11 the e X t C 11 S i O 11 0 C t h c p r O V i S i O ll 
o[ Jegnl advice is like]y to become bovgccl clown in burcnucratic 
wr.ing]ing between Government dep:1rtmcnts , Ministers of the Crovm , 
(23) BurgcI" :" Post Convictjon Remedies: Eliminating Fe<lcral-St:atc 
1-'r 1c ti on "--r:iTJ ournii"l o-f-Cr imTnn1- Cnv-,-Cn m 1 no logy-
8nd Police Science 1'18 (1970) ut p . 149 
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and the Law Society . One need only mention that it was barely 
five years ago that a comprehensive civil legal aid scheme was 
established in this country, while in England similar legislation 
had been enacted in 1949. 
One therefore arrives at the rather saddening conclusion 
that not only must a great number of people be convinced of tl1e 
benefits and social advantages accruing from the provision of 
legal assistance for prison inmates, but also that any prjson 
legal services programme, if it is to be established in the near 
future, must be essentially voluntary in nature . C24 ) To leave the 
matter in the hands of various Government departments is to invite 
undesirable delay in the implementation of what is, in the 
writer's estimation, a most laudatory attempt at plugging a 
significant gap in tl:e provision of legal services for all members 
of the community . 
Areas of Concern 
There are basically tl1ree areas in which legal advice and 
assistance to inmates is considered desirable: 
(1) Advice in relation to appeal 
(2) Advice in relation to civil matters generally 
(3) Legal representation at disciplinary hearings. 
It is proposed to discuss these three areas in turn. 
(24) Although, ideally, any prisoner legal aid programme would be 
organised on a formal basis with the financial assistance and 
support of Government . 
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CHAPTER 2 
LEGAL ADVICE IN RELATION TO APPEAL 
... When a convicted person steps thro ugh the 
pris on gates , he first begins t o rea l ise fully 
wha t has happened t o him . (2 5) 
It is a fundamental human characteristic that people confined 
want freedom and that they will complain and press for freedom 
whether they deserve it or not . It is therefore not surprising 
that one American survey carried out in a maximum security prison 
revealed that of the inmate population interviewed , almost two-
h . d d b h . f 1 . · · ( 26 ) t ir s were concerne a out t e p r opriety o t1eir convictions . 
Thi s concern over the question of appeal a11scs from the 
fact that sometimes inmates arrive in prison without ever having 
been adequately advised as to whether or not tl1ere are grounds for 
a successful appeal . The 1964 Report on Criminal Appeals by 
Justice (the British section of the International Commission of 
Jurists) referred to this very problem : 
... Where a prisoner was represented at the trial and 
has been sentenced to imprisonment, his legal advisers 
may visit him in the cells at the court to discuss the 
question of an appeal, or they may not. It is usually 
felt that it is better not to have any lengthy discussion 
with the prisoner at this time as to the desirability 
of an appeal, and it is often not convenient . Both the 
defendant and his advisers are too apt to become involved 
in t he arguments to examine the situation dispassionately 
and i n s uch a way as to give a reasonable estimate of the 
(25) O'BRIEN - " Le al Services for Prison Inmates " Wisconsin 
Law Review 514 1 67 at p . 51 . 
(26) O' BRIEN - loc.c it . 
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chances on appeal. Unless there are grounds of 
appeal which are obvious even without a transcript, 
the prisoner is taken away to the prison without 
having received any really useful advice, even if 
his legal advisers have been to see him. Very 
often, a newly convicted prisoner goes to prison 
without any opportunity to discuss the possibility 
of an appeal at all, either because he was not 
represented at the trial, or because his legal 
representatives do not visit him, or because he is 
too bewildered to think of asking for guidance, 
and they do not offer any. (27) 
It may therefore be possible to justify the fact that 
lawyers, immediately after the trial, do not advise prisoners as 
to whether or not there mig~t be grounds for a successful appeal. 
However, can one justify the fact that sometimes lawyers never 
bother to communicate with or visit their clients once they 
are imprisoned? 
The results of a study into legal advice and criminal appeals 
undertaken by Michael Zander in 1972( 28 )revealed that a high 
proportion (54%) of the inmates interviewed( 29 ) felt let down by 
the fact that they were not visited by their lawyers in the cells 
immediately after conviction or in prison at a later stage. The 
prisoners' comments included the following : 
... Lawyers were not in the least interested in my case . 
. .. My solicitor did me a raw deal. He wanted to go on 
holiday . 
. . . I was expecting them to come and see me but they didn't . 
.. . They couldn't be bothered . 
.. . I was taken down below and my counsel and solicitor 
went off for lunch . 
(27) Report on Criminal Appeals (1964) by Justice (under the 
chairmanship of Edward Sutcliffe Q.C.) at pp.48-49. 
(28} Zander - "Legal Advice and Criminal Api:eals"(l972) 
Criminal Law Review 132 . 
(29) The inmates interviewed in the survey were inmates who 
had actually appealed to the Court of Appeal (Criminal 
Division). 
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A questionnaire was sent to the barristers and solicitors 
(who had represented the inmates involved in the survey) asking 
whether they had thought it desirable for the client to be seen 
immediately after the verdict ; ... 1&, if so , whether it had been 
possible to see him . Those who said they had not thought it 
desirable were asked why not . 
There were only three cases (out of 75-80) in which lawyers 
said they had wanted to but had not been able to see a client . 
In all three the reason was stated to have been pressure of 
time. 
In the cases where the lawyers said that they had not 
considered it desirable a variety of reasons was given . Some 
thought that their client would not be in a receptive mood 
i1,1me<liately after conviction and sentence. Some said they 
themselves needed time for reflection before broaching the 
problem of an appeal. In one case, the barrister said he left 
to catch his train and that the solicitor was going to sec his 
client; the solicitor, however, said he had not seen the clien t 
- because there were no grounds for an appeal. In another case, 
Queen's Counsel said he did not see the client "because the 
result was fantastically favourable" (the sentence was four 
years for manslaughter) . 
Zander concludes that : 
... One is bound to say that none of these reasons 
seems a valid excuse for not seeing one's client 
at the end of a trial, if only as a matter of 
courtesy . . . One is inclined to wonder whether the 
Law Society should not give a ruling on the point . 
This should provide that the solicitor was always 
responsible to ensure that the client was seen at 
the end of the case and to il'l.form him whether 
grounds of appeal were thought to exist or not . . . 
The gesture would cost little; its absence is 
remembered and resented . One moment the lawyer 
is apparently acting as the client ' s champion , the 
- 13 -
next he disappears without even saying goodbye. C30) 
(30) Zander, loc.cit., at pp. 151-152. 
In assessing the relevance of Zander's study to New Zealand 
conditions, two factors must be borne in mind: 
(i) In England, unlike New Zealand, there is no fusjon 
of the two branches of the legal profession, and a 
defendant, if represented at the triLl, wil 
generally have employed tl1e services of both a 
solicitor and a barrister. Accordingly, tl1cre 
arises the possibility of a misunderstanding between 
the barrister and solicitor as to who should see the 
defendant after trial and perhaps discuss the pros-
pects of appeal with him - the barrjster thinking 
that the solicitor will see the client and the 
solicitor thinking that the barrister will undertake 
that task - with the result that tl1c defendant is 
seen by neither of his legal representatives. 
(ii)The inmates interviewed in the survey were 
represented under legal aid. Taking perhaps a 
rather cynical attitude, lawyers in such cases 
may not be E.s interested in a client's welfare 
as if the client himself was footing the bill. 
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The New Zealand Experience 
It would probably be fair con~cnt to suggest that, at 
present , the majority of inmates in our institutions have had 
the benefit of some form of legnl representation or advice at the 
trial stage. llowever, as was pointed out above, although an inmate 
may have been legally represented it docs not necessarily follow 
that he has been adequately advised on the question of appeal by 
his lawyer. Although the practice of visiting clients after 
trial or sentencing varies from lawyer to lawyer, the impression 
gained by the writer from talking to a number of ex-inmates is 
that , generally speaking, most lawyers, for one reason or 
another , do not consult with their clients on the question of 
appeal after trial . ( 3l) 
It must therefore be conceded that there arc numerous 
instances where prisoners arrive in; i~on without ever having 
received any useful advice on the question of appeal. For 
example, where a person has not been representetl at his triltl 
he is not likely to have received any legal advice as to wl1ethcr 
or not to appeal against conviction and/or sentence. Likewise, 
even if a person has been represented, there is a very real 
likelihood that the question of appeal has not been adequately 
canvassed by his legal representative. 
Arrival in Prison 
What happens, then, when an inmate arrives 1n prison? A11<l, 
in Jarticular, what is the position of an inmate who has received 
little , if any, useful advice on the likely success or failure 
of an appeal ? 
(31) Indeed, one ex-inmate, a former lawyer, considered that a study 
in New Zealand along the lines of Zander's survey would yield similar results . 
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On arrival in prison, the inmate is informed by the Chief 
Officer of his rights of appeal. The prisoner then signs a 
form rsee Appendix A) which in effect states that he has had 
his rights of appeal explained to him. Inmates are informed 
that they have a limited time in which to lodge an appeal and 
are also told that the form whi~h they have signed is not an 
appeal form. The inmate is asked to indicate on the form 
whether 
(a) he wishes to appeal; or 
(b) he does not wish to appeal; or 
(c) he is undecided. 
If the inmate states that he wishes to appeal or that he is 
undecided, the Chief Officer informs him that he should contact 
the Welfare Officer, who takes over the case. 
The inmate then gets in touch with the Welfare Officer. 
If the inmate has been represented at his trial, the Welfare 
Officer contacts his lawyer and tells him that the inmate is 
considering appealing. Difficulties arise, however, where an 
inmate does not have a lawyer (or where, as is often the case, 
the inmate's lawyer cannot be reached because the inmate lrns 
forgotten his name) since the Welfare Officer and, indeed, the 
other staff at the institution, are not supposed to give 
inmates any advice in connection with an appeal. ( 3Z) In such 
cases, the inmate normally has to make up ht~ own mind whethgr 
to appeal, without any trained legal advice to assist him 
in arriving at a decision. 
If an inmate decides to appeal, and does not haven lawyer 
acting for him, he must prepare and fill out the appeal form 
himself . The Welfare Officer does not, as a rule, draft the 
grounds of appeal, although he will sometimes provide some 
assistance to the inmate . The Welfare Officer interviewed by 
(32) The Welfare Officer interviewed by the writer stated that 111 
such a case, 
.. . I would say to him 'What did you expect?' 
I would point out to him that you don't appeal 
for old time ' s sake . You must show that the sentence 
JS Ollt Of ,lll YC';lSOll ;1nd llOt ju<,1 ,i 1itt1r: hit: }i;J( ';r,. 
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the writer pointed out that although he certainly did not draft 
the grounds of appeal, 
. . . I will write down what they tell me and I may 
actually:rephrase something. But there are cases 
where you have ' to put words in some inmates ' mouths. 
Adequacy of the Present System 
Are the present procedures existing within our institutions 
for the giving of competent advice on the question of appeal 
adequate? 
The prison authorities appear to consider that inmates 
are sufficiently catered for on the question of appeal : not 
only are their rights of c1ppcal explained to them ns soon as 
they arrive in prison, but also a Welfare Officer gives 
whatever assistance he can (or, rather, whatever assistance 
he is permitted to give) to inmates who wish to appeal or who 
are undecided whether to or not. 
The views of the ex-inmates interviewed, as one might 
~c\ 
expect, contras~\ sharply with the assessment of the pn son 
authorities on the matter . One ex-inmate, a former lawyer, 
stated : 
. . . A considerable number (of fellow inmates) would 
come ·to sec me all the time for advice on appeal, 
asking what they could do about appeals, how they 
should do it, wh0 they should sec, etc . There 
was no readily ·~vailable system of advising inmates 
on questions of appeal . 
Asked why inmates did not contact persons within the 
institution , such as the Welfare Officer , for advice on 
appeals, another ex-inmate replied 
. . . They are within the prison system and they are 
therefore suspect for that very reason . Even though 
they may be the most willing, helpful guys , they are 
suspect . 
This sentiment was echoed by another interviewee 
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. . . There was no trustworthy system of advising inmates 
on appeal . Needless to say, most inmates look askance 
at the prison authorities themselves , or the Chaplain , 
or the Welfare Officer , or social workers . 
A f urther difficulty with the present system - leaving 
aside the suspicion with which officers and functionaries of 
the prison system are regarded by inmates - is the fact that 
the officers are not supposed to give inmates advice on the 
questi on of appeal . If an inmate has been unrepresented, or 
has no lawyer acting on his behalf , then he 1s left to his 
own resources to make up l1is mind whether to appeal , and to 
fill in his notice of appeal, without any legal advice to assist 
him. As a result the notices of appeal submitted by inmates 
are often characterised by confusion and incoherency. The 
Rep ort by Justice concluded that :( 33 ) 
. . . The result is that in practice prisoners arc often 
left to their own devices in deciding whether to appeal 
and in filling in their notices of appeal. Thus tl1cy 
are obliged to present their arguments in thci.r own 
words , selecting those facts and grounds which appear 
to them to be most pertinent . They arc without the 
advice which if it were available, would in many cases 
prevent an appeal bcjng commenced . 
. . . The results were well expressed by Lord Devlin in an 
address to the Fourth Annual General Meeting of Justice 
in June 1961, when he said: "Anyone who has to rcc1d the 
pages and pages that are covered by prisoners who write 
down statements of their own in prison for the purpose 
of the Court of Criminal Appeal will know how usele ss 
they are from the point of view of the defence, because 
they do not know what are the important things to bring 
forward ." 
One must also bear in mind that even if officers were 
p0rmitted to give advice, they are not legally trained or 
qualified and , accordingly, it is possible that any advice 
given by officers to inmates on matters of appeal may be 
quite errone ous . 
( 3 3 ) Op . c i t . , at p . 5 1 . 
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One further aspect of he present system must be discussed. 
Under the Penal Institutions Act 1954, every Visiting Justice has 
the power to visit and inspect the institution from time to time 
and, in his discretion, to interview any inmate: s . 10(3) (a). 
Furthermore, Regulation 74 (2) of the Penal Institutions Regulations 
1961 (S . R.196]/161) provides that every inmate shall have the right 
to interview a Visiting Justice. It might therefore be argued 
that these Visiting Justices, with their legal backgrounds and 
expertise and the advantage of bejng apparently independent of 
the prison administration, should be consulted by the i umates 
on matters relating to appeal. llowever, even if an inmate does 
consult a Visiting Justice on a question of appeal, it would 
appear that the Visjting Justice would be obliged to refuse to 
give any advice to the inmate and ·would merely inform hjm that 
he should consult the Welfare Officer. The Superintendent 
interviewed by the writer stated that in a case where c1n jnm,1te 
asked for advice on appeal 
... The Visiting Justice would quite correctly say 
that this is a ma tter to be discussed with your 
solicitor. The Visiting Justice is aware that the 
Welfare Officer handles these cases. 
In addition, it seems that the Visiting Justice ge11cr:11Jy 
appears at the institution in his disciplinary capacity anJ, 
consequently, inmates may be reluctant to approach him on matters 
of appeal . 
Summary 
In view of .the comments made above, one may lcgitim,1tcJy 
entertain some reservations about the adequacy of the present 
sysilern>nrovicled within the prison for the giving of competent 
advice to inmates on matters relating tonppeaJ. Evidence 
suggests that often inmates arc left to their own resources 
to come to a decision about appeal, without the benefit of legal 
advice . Furthermore, inmates are extremely distrustful of the 
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prison authorities and any assistance which they n1ay proffer. 
It must not be thought, however, chat the existing 
procedures are hopelessly ineffective; indeed, it is probably 
correct to surmise that the needs of many inmates in 
re]ation to appeal arc fulfilled . 
What is proposed, however, is merely an improvement of 
the existing scheme ,vhereby a lawyer, independent of tbc prison 
system, would be available to advise inmates inter .alia on 
matters relating to appeal. As one ex-inmate comm en tcd 
. . I think it would be nn ndvnn ngc for~ solicitor 
to come to the prison because he has the b nuti[ul 
advantage of being inc1cpcnclcnt, and the prison 
authorities arc tarred with the brush of being part 
of the prison administration and this makes them 
suspect. 
Suggested Schemes 
Several ideas have b en mooted to overcome the dcricicncies 
of a system whereby inmates arc deprived of adcquntc legal a<lv1cc 
on questions relating to appeal . 
The Report by Justice states : 
... It has been suggested to us by scver<1J of our \vi tncsscs 
and correspondents that there should be c1v:1iL1blc in <'Very 
prison or other custodial institution an i11<l 'JH~ntlcnL lcg,11 
advice service, properly organised and cfricicntly run, 
whose duties would include giving advice to prisoners (
34
) 
concerning the desirability nr otherwise of an appeal. 
(34) Op.cit., at p . 65 . 
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The Report then suggests two nlternati.vcs 
Either 
(a) a fu11-tim independent leg,11 representative 
at every prison or serving ,1 group of prisons, 
called on Appeals Offi r . The duties oC such 
a person would incJucle the following : 
(i) To assjst the prisoner to contact his own 
legnl advisers unless he wisl1cs otherwise. 
(ii)To advise the p isoner who has no other legal 
adviser on th . ;1<lvnnl,1gcs and dis:.1dv,mtages 
of a1 pc,11, m1d his prospects of success. 
(ii i) In prop c r c n s c s · o :.1 s s i s t i. n cl r a ft i 11 g the 
0 r j g i 110 l n O t i C O r i.1]) l) C i.1 l . 
(iv) In proper cases, to explain the re,1sons for 
r c j e c t i on o f c1 p p 1 i c at i on o r a p p ;1 l . 
(v) To advise on 111;1t ers arisjng after the 
d i s mi s s a 1 o [ t h c ,1 p p a 1 . 
(Note: It is import:..int h<1t he lcg,11 rcprcsentntivc should 
Or 
b C in dependent O f t h e JI O me O f r i C ' ' :m c.l p e r Ji (1 p s h e s h O ll l d b C 
appointed by some body such as the Law Society.) 
(b) n sch me whereby a local solicitor or b,1rristcr 111i.1~ht visit 
the i I1 S t i t U i On O Tl C e O t Iv i C e cl W CC k. f Or Up O t \v O Ji O l l t' S , 
p.obably in he evenings, to rn'ct newly co11victL'd prisoners 
,tnd cliscuss wi. th them tliL-ir c,1ses ;111t.l the dcsir,1bi I it)' or 
otherwise of an appeal, ,111<.l, where they \\'L'l'C npr 'Sen led 
at t he l r i i.tl , t O CO n t.1 C 1 t h e l C g i.l 1 re p r C S c 11 t" .t i V ' S () C 
the convict <.l p rson on hi~; bch~ilf for tlH snmc purpose . 
The duties of such a person might 1nc1ude ;1ll those 
mentioned under (,1) abov . ( 35 ) 
The report recomme1 clcd th~tt a schcrn<' nlong the 1 ines or 
scheme (b) should b introclucccl throughout the penal system. 
( 3 5) Op . c it . at p . 6 6 
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Chief Justice Burger, in an article previously 
referred to, mentions the practice adopted in Ilolland: 
..... there a trained team from the Ministry of 
Justice, usually three, with backgrounds in law, 
psychology and counselling, make regular visits 
to all institutions of confinement. Their 
responsibility is to inquire as to the basis of the 
confinement, hear the grievances of prisoners, and 
make reports to the Minister of Justice as to cases 
which appear to call for some remedy. In a sense 
these trained teams are like bank examiners, or health 
jnspectors. Their method provides a regular avenue 
of communication designed to flush out the rare 
case of miscarriage of justice and the large number 
of cases in which the prisoner has some valid complain 
or deserves re-examination of his sentence. The mere 
existence of such an avenue of communication exercises 
a very beneficial influence . (36) 
In America, there arc numerous prisoner legal assistance 
projects which are geared to providing advice~ inmates 
on all legal problems (not merely on matters of appeal). 
Some of these programmes are discussed in detail later in the 
paper . 
(36) Burger - 'Post Conviction Remedies : Eliminating Federal-
State Friction' 61 Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology 
and Police Science 148 (1970) at p . 150 
C!Il\P'l'ER 3 
LEGAL ADVICE ON CIVIL LEGl\L PROBLEMS 
( 3 7) It has been not rl by one obr,orv•r thnt 
...... it is ])('comi n0 i.ncrc,1sin~rlv cJ ,1r. thnt 
prison r.s have nmulLi Lm1c• o.E civil l ~Jnl 
problemr; thnt: r1omancl some kind of lc0nl uc1vi co 
or 1 gil.l nr,. is Lc1ncc . 'l'he snrno wide vc1ri Ly of 
civi 1 1 q,1.l prob loms Lhn t cxi s t in ,1nv co111munj ty 
xist nrnong irnnntes with tlP only differ n c 
b in J Lha t inmn Lc•s ar0 mnch 1 S"' abl or pr 'pnr cl 
to cope with th•m . 
On l\m •ricc11 survey , b,1scd upon c1 1 q<'ll ns:-.: i. s ttlnc, 
proj •et at Wisco1rnin pri on , c,.1tcgoriscd th lcq, 1 
probl 1,s most common c1mon~r inmates , follows : ( 3 G) 
(1) Dorncstic R 1 timrn Problem!, 
(a) Divorce 1\ tions 
(b) !\ Lions Hclcl.:ing to Clli.ldr n (c•.9. CusLoc1y) 
(c) Oppos.it"ion to 'l'ermi_ l<ttio of P, r•nL l Ri_c7hts 
,nd Pl, cinJ for Adoption . 
(2) Pinand<1l Matter.;; 
(,1) Pn~vc•nting Rcposs c:~ion of Prop rt:y 
(b) Debts 
( c) Act i onr~ l\c_J, i.nr.t Inr11i.rte or. r1c•mb r of h.i s Fc1m i l y . 
(d) Su.its })y J.1tmc1lt•s to Collect \vt1qcf; r~l rn d nl•fore: 
Inc, re .ration . 
(c) A t:ion for Injuries Su,,tni.ned ivhi.l, Tnc, rc1~r, t d. 
(3) D alin<Js with Govl rrnucnt l\~runci. s (e.g. , pp] Lc,1L:.ion Eor. 
r 'ins L:1. L: m 'n t of c1 r i v , r. ' ,., l i. cc' n ·o) 
(4) CornpJaints J\c:;;1in:;t U1., Correctional lnsLit.ul:io11 ( . q . 
fui lnr to provic c r1d1..'<Jl <1t, 1 t dical tr , l.llll'lll: or 
complnin t conccrnin(J orr 'spondcncc pri vi lc•qc i; ) . 
r L would appc <1r thnt i.rnn, l ' { . . ,) in Nl~W Zc, lt111<1 ht1.vc• v •ry 
111ud1 l·]H' s,1J11t r,01-1.:; of c:i ITi l ]1•qnl prohlc;rn~, tll; tllot;, 
(3~JUtun - 1 'J'i1" Tii"Li-.ic;-;r1-u-i~·- ()[ l'r.i!;on l\l 1 lonu ' SG 'J'lll; ,]udic, l.u1, 
c1t p .11 and sc ,11:,o lul)d1:, t1nd l,ind• 'J •q,11 Sl'lVic,~; to l:h1~ Jmhgcnl: 
fll'>ri.:,onrx1' 23 J <Jcll-1'\Ict ·1~1-Ltf C<1~:c ?11(]965) 
(38) Co:1._:_nt - ' P-L':;olvi{1q Civil Pr 1h.h.:1!l!": of Corr•cLionol Inmi t•s ' \Ji• ·consin 
I""1w Pc•vi w 574 (1%9) c:it pp 57S - r) T/. 
clX[J riunccd by Lh i.r ·otmt rpar.Ls in Lhe United :itc1.tcs. 
One .inL· rvi w , ,, fo1r,1cr 1, wycr , ,... tc1.1: d: 
'f'hc rno~,l conu11on civil lc<Jc1.1 prohl--m pr vt1lc~nt c11,1onq;;t 
inrn.:-1 Le~; wos debts . 1\ lot of them had c1. 1, nJL' number 
of c1 bL:, . Outsid, of tl ,1t , p~olJably 1,1utdmonit1l 
probl Jn'.,. I\ f,w prO)o_;rty problems too .... l\lso 
,1dvice o 1 ac Lion~, wi' hi.n tile pJ:-ison , I gu ss, vh s 
fairly f:1:-cqu ntly sought . 
l\noth r x·-:i.rn,1c tc r. 'mt1r.k d th, t: 
fnrnc1.L_i, hil.VC c1ll ]rinds of civil J '<)u.l pr.oblcrni;: 
r;q)ur, Li on probll·m:;, now; i ng problem;;, di vorc;• 
probJ. ms , r.l·nt p1:- hJ. m:i l tc . Th bulk of. tlh~ 
probl ms we're 111;1inly rnaLrimoni,l . ll.11 l:llc L:imt 
i.1w1t1 t :-; wonlct , i;J.· m wh, · th y shoul,1 o, wh, t: 
th ir rights w re , ,nn. so on . 
Tt is trit co1.1m,nt to 1,uqq f;t thc:,t i.mpri.f,onm\..llt 
oEL:cn er r1.t s or. u(J~J-r,vnt~.i, inm,,t,,,' i vi. l p rob l ('111!, . 
m, t.1·imoni,l c1Lfficult.i r; ,!, <1 c1ai,i,ic 'Xurnplo . "1",mily 
n'la.tion~;hipt, ,n1on<J thos, \vho h,lVl' be 'n inc, r, 'r,1tc,c1, rl' 
ofLL n r;tr., in c1 to th br1.."',1l 1nq by the ·onv1ct.ion ,lllt1 
I t 1 1 . t. . l f l . f . 1 (JC)) f,U>f,C'C[Ucn rCI,IOVt1 0 tl ]]1( lVl(llu rom ll[; t!TII y . 
On' fon1l<'r. i nm, L r '1,1arJ·o l. 
M,1Lrim nl< l pro) ll~rn:; ·oni;·i ull· one' o.f ·llL' 11,1jor 
probl "111:; of pri~;on li r:, . 1 ll,1Vt~ i;c'cn it 11, pp '11 
i; of Lon - th irnnttLl\, m,1n:i, 9, b1 '<1k. up. Prison 
is one' f t.h,' 9r, l:c'~,t C<'r,Lroyt'r:; of n1<11~ri,1qc' 1 c,111 
tli ink of . 
Jrn,1, t's' r <1C'Lio11; to J.,cJ,11 prob1t'ms , r ct1J11po1mdL'<1 l>y 
th fc1 t Lh,1 l. l·hc~y L :-c :;Jiu t off F.1~om L ht' ou ti; i dt' wor1 d c111<1 , 
cons qu'ntJy , ll .9<11 probl ms b 'Com s0c'mi.nJ1y rn t"<' c1c1th' . 
1nm, t r; nr.', to, ],'1rqt xt,nL, ii;n]<1Ll cl p<' ·i;oni~ . 
'l'hc,ir C'OPlnl\\n'ty, f.u1ily, ,nd l'I11Plov11\C'tll: 1· I, l in11,; 
11, Vl bC'l'l1 !,l '11..'Jl'Cl, clt ll d,;t tc'lll >Or.irily . '!'lit' ltlO!,l: 
often cto not h,1V<' ,1 ccf,!, Lo r i,011rc; s IJC'yon l Llll' 
prir;on W,llls. T\i;, r.c~-atl , f,(,linq~; of i11.1!,ilitv 
l·n t1fFc'ct th(' c vc,nt:f; impo1 I ,1111 to thl' i r Jj v '!i , n' 
pn vc1.I nt. rn ni.:m .Ln~;t,111cc s , it :ii; cii.Cficu.lt to 
obt, Ln ,1 c11r.t1tl' informal: ion, l r;tiy noth .i11~1 of 
, f:£ ctlnq Ute ·,v 'll ts . 
( 3 9 ) I bi c , p . S ·; 4 . 
,_,,. 
The inability to alleviate these problems can have 
an adverse effect on inmate adjustment . Efforts to 
rehabi litate inmates can easily be frustrated by 
external events which are unsettling to the inmate 
and cause him to become embittered . (40) 
This statement 1vas confirmed by comments made by 
several former inmates: 
The inmate ' s greatest concern is something that is 
happening on the outside to his family or property. 
This is something they have no control over. There 
is nothing they can do . This is one of the major 
reasons why a lot of guys go over the wall .... A 
thing that gets at you a lot within the system 
is the l ack o f control over external circumstances . 
This is one of the most frustrating features of 
prison life - the inability to get onto events 
happening outside, to find out what ' s going on and 
to do something about it. 
What procedures, then, exist within our instit,1tion 
to alleviate and resolve the civil legal problems of inmates ? 
Most prisons have the benefit of the services of a 
full-time social worker , employed by the Justice Department, 
11ho handles an inmate's problem only at a social worker's 
level . Social workers are not legally trained and tlrre fore 
do not consider themselves cor1petent to render ac'ivice; legal 
counselling is accordingly outside the scope of their duties . 
If it is felt that an inmate needs a legal opinion, the 
ivelfare Officer i.s contacted and the inmate is helped to get 
in touch with a solicitor . 
It would seem therefore that, at a superficial level 
anyway, irunates' needs in tnis area are adequately catered for . 
However , one comes up against the very problem rhscussed 
earlier in relation to appeal , viz . that inmates are distrustful 
of any functionaries v,1ho operate with the blessinq of the 
prison system . Consequently , irn11ates rnu.y be somewhat reticent 
u.bout approaching such pen;ons for assistance in dealing with 
(40 ) Ibid , at p . 5 77 
. bl ( 41 ) their pro ems The Superintendent interviewed by the 
writer did not c onsider , however , that inmates harboured 
s u ch s u spi c ions : 
I do not believe thut there are inmates who will not 
to to the Social Worker or the Welfare Officer if 
they ' ve got a probleLl . ~1ere may be the odd one 
who wants help from nobody and who wants to do it 
himself ..... r1yexperience has been that if they want 
assistance they will come alright . 
Inmates are also apnarently entitled to seek advice on 
civil legal problems from a Visiting Justice . One Visiting 
Justice commented that although most of his interviews with 
inmates concerned petty administrative problems, such as 
length of hair" , 
the other interviews arc mostly domestic for the 
inmates . Many cf the matters as to sentencing a.ppeuls, 
nrnri tc1l status and so on could be clealt with by the 
visiting solicitor, but Urn inmates seem to apprecic1te 
the opportunity to talk to a nagistrate, and 
especially when I follow up with any answers on the 
next visit . It is a safety valve which would seem 
to have value as such . ( 42) 
Visitors from the Prisoners Aid and Rehabilitation 
Society (P . A . R . S .) , a volunteer group which assists inmates 
while imprisoned anc1 upon release, also provide a channel 
for helping inmates with their legal problems . However, as 
one ex-inmate commented, the Society does have its limitations 
with respect to legal counselling of inmates . 
They (P . A . R . S . ) have limitcrl legal knowlcage. Also 
also some people will not go to them because they are 
part of the prison system . They have the co-operation 
of the prison authorities and if you h~ve their 
co-operation, it's pretty hard to go ag;/nst them . 
(41) Difficulties also arise in cases where, fnr example, an 
inmatewi ,;hes to obti:dn legal advice on whetl10r tobring an act.ion against. 
the Justice D:part:m.nt for sone wrong alleged to hove been done to liirn. lia.v 
can he expect to obtain inc1"'pcndent legal advice from persons e1rrployl; d by the 
l:D~)arbrcnt. 'I'he advantcige of access to independent legal cow1sel in Sl1ch a 
situation is obvious . 
(42) It is considered, however, that the success of such .:i. 'sufoLy valve ' .is 
c1epenc10nt largely on tl1e personality of the particular Visiting Ju,...tic, __ and to 
whc1.t extent he is trusted and respected by tl1e inmates . For exc1J1lplf', since April 
1973 there have been 36 inmate interviews \vith a Visiting Justice a-c Wellington 
Prison and only one of those interviews touched 1J1Xln legal advice . 
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CONCLUSION . 
In the interests o f both inmates and the prison 
authorities , it is desirable that the nagging civil legal 
problems whi ch affect inmates arc resolved quickly and 
competently . However , the dispensing of legal advice to 
inmates on c ivil legal problems docs not appear to proceed 
in any organised , structured manner , but rather on a 
somewhat makeshift basis . The availability of independent 
legal counseJ. to advise imnates on their legal problems 
would provide much - needed competent legal assistance to 
inmates and would undoubtedly relieve inmates of some of 
the anxieties that might develop over the lack of resolution 
of imp ortant legal matters . The writer accordingly concurs 
with the p roposal advanced in the Rep ort on Criminal Appeals 
by Justice that : 
There might also be rooM for the development of 
a more general legal advice service in the prisons , 
covering dor,1estic and em1,loyment problems of et 
specifi c ally legal nature on which the welfare 
officer is not in a position ~o advise , and other 
simi lar problems . (43) 
(43 ) Report on Criminal Appeals at p . 66 
~ I 
CHAPTER 4 
LEGAL REPRESENTATION AT DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS 
The Statutory and Regulatory Provisions Relating to 
Disciplinary Hearings 
Under the Penal Institutions Act 19 5 4, every Super in Lendent 
of an institution is charged with the general administration 
of the institution: s.7. ~very Visiting Justice has power 
to deal with offences against discipline: s.10. (4) 
Section 32 details certain types of offences again~t 
discipline, e.g. where an inmate disobeys any lm,vful order 
of any officer, or behaves in an offensive, threatening, 
insolent, insulting, disorderly or indecent manner. et c. (44) 
Section 33 outlines the powers of Visiting (Justices in 
relat.ion to offences l.Jy inmates, Section 33 (1) provides that 
every Visiting ,Tus ti ce shall have power to hear any comp lain t 
relating to any offence against discipline alleged to huve 
been committed by any inmate. Section 33(2) states thttL every 
such hearing and examination shall be in the presence A.nd 
hearing of the irunate charqed ,vith the offence, who shall be 
entitled to be heard and to cross-examine any Hitness. 
1vllere the Visiting Justice is of opinion that in the 
circumstances of the case the irunate should be charged before 
a Court with any offence under any enactment other t.han tllis 
Act, instead of being dealt with under this section, he may 
in his discretion decline to proceed wi81 the hearjng and 
direct that an information be laid accordingly; s.33(4). 
(44) .Section 32(1) (e) contains an interesting type of off0nc0. 
ri::'his subsection provides that every inmate commits .1.n offence' 
aq0.i nst dj scipline ,-1ho 'T.n any 01:her woy, offc.,nds c1qain;; t 
c:rood order and disci~,1inr ~ This is, in effect, a 'catch-all' 
offence which is so vil.guc u.nd imprecise thn. t it cou lcl encowpa~;s 
virtually anything. Purt.hermorc, the inrnc1te has no defence 
against the superintendent's decision that some act docs 
offend 'against good order and discipline'. The retPntion 
of such an offence is indeed questionable. 
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The powers o f the Superintendent to deal with offences 
are out l ined in s . 34 . The Superintendent on l y has power t o 
hear comp l aints relating to offences against dis c ipline 
under s .32( 1 ). Under s . 34 ( 4) the Superin tendent may in his 
discreti on a t any time before imposing a penalty -
(a ) Refer the c ase to a Visiting J ustice ( t o be 
dealt with under s . 33); o r 
(b ) He may dire ct that the inmate be charged before 
a Court . 
Under s.35 there is a right of appeal to a Visiting 
Justice against a decision of the Superintendent in any 
disciplinary hearings . IIrnvever , where the alleged offence 
against dis c ipline is heard by a Visiting Justice , there is 
no right o f appeal from his de~ision . ( 45 ) 
The Penal Institutions Regulations 1961 (S . R. 1961/161) 
outline the procedure to be adopted in the heruing of disciplinary 
charges . 
Regulation 75 provides that when an inmate has been reported 
for an offence the charge against him shall be heard as soon 
as possible . 
Whenever any inmate is charged with an offence a.gc1inst 
discipline under s . 32 of the Penal Institutions Act 1964 , he 
shall be n otified of the charge a sufficient time before the 
hearing t o enable him to prepare his defence : Reg . 76(1). 
Where the Visiting Justice or Superintendent hearing the charge 
is satisfied that the inmate has not had a proper Oj_)portunity to 
prepare his defence , the hearing of the charge shall be 
(45 ) This question of an appeal against the decision of a Visiting 
Just i ce is current under review at the Justice D_partment . 
Two possibilities have been considered : 
(1) Appeal t o a Judge, wh o would go into the institution to 
hear the appeal . 
(2 ) The appointment of la\vyers as Visiting Justices for the 
p urp ose o f offence proceedings with an appeal then t o a 
Magistrate . 
.) 
adjourned: Reg . 76 (2) . 
Regulation 7 8 states that 
(1 ) At the commencement of the hearing the charge shall 
be read to the inmate , who shall then be asked how 
he pleads . 
(2 ) If the inmate pleads guilty he shall be given 
an opportunity to make an explanation before any 
penalty is imposed . 
(3 ) If the inmate pleads not guilty the case against 
him shall be presented , and he shall then be given 
an opportunity to present his own case and to 
call witnesses on his behalf . Any witnesses may 
be cross-examined . 
(4 ) If after hearing all the evidence the Visiting 
Justice or the Superintendent, as the case may 
be , is satisfied that the case against the iru1ate 
is proved he shall so inform the inmate, and before 
imposing any penalty be shall gire the inmate an 
opportunity to make an explanation . 
No provision is made under either the Penal Institutions 
Act 1954 or the Penal Institutions Regulations 1961 for legal 
representation of inmates at disciplinary hearings. 
The Nature of Disciplinary Hearings 
The question which must be answered initially is whether 
disciplinary hearings are in the nature of a judicial inquiry 
aimed at establishing an inmate's guilt before he is punj shed , 
or whether they are intended tobe merely a formal method of 
upholding the authority of the prison administration in order 
to secure the orderly running of the institution. 
It is evident from Regulations 75-78 (outline<l above) that 
disciplinary hea.rins-Js must clearly be regarde<l a.s j udi ci al in 
nature . In fact, however, one suspects that the proceedings are 
little more than a formality. One former inmate cor1.rncn ted: 
The disciplinary hearings which are conducted in 
prison are examples of 'kangaroo courts' at the worst. . 
The system is so had: the irunate is expected 
to defend himself against a charge laid by an 
officer whose word is taken virtually as gospel. 
If you call him a liar you are likely to be thumped 
even harder . 
i·vhen qw~stioned about the rights (such as the right 
to cross-examine witnesses) extended to inmates under the 
Penal Institutions Regulations 1961 , the interviewee replied 
You have virtually no right of cross-examination 
because the moment you start to fire questions which 
may be considered a little bit rude or a little bit 
unnecessary , you arclikely to be told that you just 
cannot do that. You cannot question these officers 
who have m.rassed you . The right to cross-examine 
is merely a right which exists on paper . 
The impression gained by the writer from a number of 
interviews with former inmates was that although inmates 
had r.ertain rights under the Regulations , they were generally 
afr~id to exercise these rights for fear of recrimination 
or victimisation by prison officers. One ex-inmate remarked: 
l\. system of vindictive nes s ooerates within the prison: 
you either tow the lie or they (the officers) will get 
back at you some other way . This is a very hard system 
to cor .. bac. 
Legal Representa.t. :i on 
Disciplinary hearings are obviously intended by the 
Penal Institutions Regulations 1961 to be conducted in the 
nature of a judicial inquiry . The essence of any such 
inquiry is that justice be done between the parties. 
Unfortunate as it may s eem, it is considered that perhaps the 
only way in which justic 1::! can be ensured at a prison 
Lt 
11i 1, L l.i.nary hearing is to allow lawyers to represent inm<1te s 
' charged with of fences . It must be remembered that inrna te.s , 
if found guilty of an offence against discipline, are li.able 
to punishrn nt (including forfeiture of remission which, in 
ef feet means the imposition of an extra term of imprisorm1en t) 46 ) 
(46) See s .33(3) and s . 34(3) of the Penal Institutions Act , 1954 . 
It would indeed be rather saddening if an innocent inmate, 
who happened to be extremely shy , inarticulate and r~ticent 
was to be f ound guilty of an offence because of his inability 
to present his case properly and effectively . 
There has been a growing recognition within the Justice 
Department that some reforms are necessary and desirable 
in this particular area. It has been suggested that provj.s.i on 
should be made for another inmate to represent the one ch~rged. 
While this marks a significant step in the right direction 
it is doubted whether this would be sufficient panacea for 
the defects which currently exist in the present system. One 
ex-inmate commented that the proposal 
. ... . could be rneful in a lot of instances, but I 
rather feel that the system itself is going to curtail a lot of good that could come out of it simply by 
the amount of pressure hat can be brought tobear 
upon the inmate representing the inmute charged. Why is he going to be given any mor.e liberty to attr1.ck 
the veracity of an officer simply because he is 
hetter able to do so tha1 a speechless inmate? 1 cannot see cross-examination ;::iri vi leges being ex ten clt ,(1 to him . I can see hirn being subjected to cl number ,Jf restraints in what he could do. I can see that: system sounding okay in theory, but not very well in prr1.ccice. 
l\t present , inmates charged with offences against disc.ipline 
are not permitted to engage the services of lawyers to appcc1.1:-
on their behalf at disciplinary hearings . The rationale bcind 
such aprohibition is perhaps best illustrated by the following 
extract from a judgement delivered 1)y Judge Wyzanski Jr .. i.n 
. 1 S f t' ( 47 ) an American case, No an v . ea a i " 
(4 7 ) 306 F s,_1!:)p . 1 (D.Mass.1969) In this case, :~olan, an inrnc1.te complained to the Court that , inter alia he had bncn denicc1 the right to counsel when he appeared before a disciplinc1ry committee . The Judge ruled that the right to counse.J. is not available to an inmate i 1 a prison disciplina1·y hearing . 
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It is to be borne in mind that neither the 
Super in ten dent, nor the Comrni ttee , nor any guard 
had a lffi~yer. Lawyers are not customarily involved 
in prison disciplinary matters ..... Whatever may be 
the rights of persons who have the full freedoms of 
civic life, those who have been placed under the 
control of a prison autl ority are not entitled to the 
full panoply of a trial, before disciplinary steps 
are taken. When society places a man in prison it 
has a most important interest in preserving the 
executive authority of the prison superintend0nt. 
While the warden is not to be an arbitrary autocrat 
he has no need to listen to quibbles and quiddities 
before he exercises his commanding authority to secure 
both the outside community and the prison community 
from danger reasonably apprehended . 
Furthermore , to suggest that lawyers be allowed to 
appear on behalf of inmates at disciplinary hearings is to 
incur the displeasure of some Superintendents and oth r prison 
administrators who consider lawyers as 'outsidc>rs' who threaten 
to disrupt the tranquillity of prison life. ( 4 B) nearing in 
mind that prison administrators are faced with the perenn i.c1l 
problems of maintaining security, control and disciplinci within 
the prisons , it miqht be argued that to allow lRwyers to 
interven in the disciplinary process is to invite instc1bility 
and lack of control within the institution . One can, of 
course , sympathise with the plight of prison a~ministrators in 
this respect; after all, society directs them to confine, 
often within inadequate institttions, persons who have 
transgressed the law and requires that the confin me1 t of 
those persons be controlled and disciplined . It is not 
surprising then , that some prison a&ninistrators ar concerned 
at th effect on prison life which might result from the 
introduction of lawyers into the prison disciplinary proc ss . 
In addition , if one accepts that , in practice, disciplinary 
hearings are merely a forrnali ty, then the introduction of 
-------
(48) Although ,' ... he Superintendent interviewed by Lhe writer had no 
objection to inmates being represented by lawyers, provided 
that officers of the prison administration also had the 
right to have lawyers acting on their behalf . 
~ •• C .... ,;,,>{' ... ,., ..... P'IW'-f.. I .. , I 'C'\.'t::.,,w,•jl(I -- -vw111- _., -~ / ' ~ l' ~··~ , .l • .:."v,•,l1 
?.., 
lawyers into the. disciplnary process will ensure that 
the hearings will be conducted more in the nature of a judicial 
enquiry (as the 1961 Regulations obviously contemplated that 
they should be). Undoubtedly some prison admin istrcttors 
feel that lawyers would 'gum up the works ' by turning 
disciplinary hearings into something akin to court cases, 
with extensive legal wrangling between counsel on opposing 
sides. 
A more basic problem, however, would be the di. fficulty 
in getting lawyers to take on such cases. Lawyers have more 
than enough work at the moment and , consequently, may be 
unwilling to drive a considerable distance to an institution 
to represent a client at a disciplinary hearing, espRcially 
if the charge involved the alleged breach of a minor offrnce. 
Although the problems associated with legal rcprcscntntion 
at prison disciplinary hearings are very real, it is thn 
contention of the writer than, in principle, th re can bP little 
argument over the desirability of allow.i.ng lawyers to app -ar 
on behalf of their clients at prison disciplinary hearings. 
ilowever , one qualification must be made: it is considered 
that, initially, legal representation of inma.teG shouJd ho 
available only where the inmate is charged with a serious broach 
of discipline. ( 
49
) There are several reasons why th i !, quc11 i fic;:-i c.i on 
--------------------------------
( 49) There may be a case, in the future, for ex l:rnclinq 1 r-y o l 
representation to inmaLcs charged with rni.nor offc,ncr,r;. TT011c,vcr, 
it is felt that the present cli1·1ate of opinion L, ,,nch I hc1l: 
legal representation for all offences (whGther ![-iou~ or mi nor) 
is not considered practicab10 nor, j ndcec1, des i. rt1b I 0. om, 
further point must also be discussed, v.i.z. uhnf· oc1·,,1w0 
constitutes a 'serious' breach of discipline? U11dP1· th(' f>c,nc1l 
T.nstititions Act 1954, the SupcrintE'ndent hu:. J o'.lcl· <'n]y Lo 
deal with certain offences c1g:inst discipline, il.lltl li.i, limit,d 
powers of puni shrncn t ( sec !3. 3 4) . The Vir; i. t i 11<J ,Jus I i ,,0, on the 
other hand, can deal with any disciplinc11y cllc1rqr~r, ,-,n,l 11,ts 
much wider powers of punir,hmcnt (sec s.33). Tn procHce, it 
would appear that most serious breaches of discipl.i no cu-c 
dealt with by Visiting Justices. It is submitte<l L·h,1t L11e 
sections in the l\ct dealing with of fences again;; t cli :;c i.n line; 
would hc1vc t.o be substantially rewritten, spcci [y.i nq cl cor.l y 
what offences are to be considered us 'r;0r i our;'. 'i'lic sur_-)0r-
intendent would have pO\ver to d al only \vith minor 01=fcnccs 
and 1ould be restricted in the punishment he conlr1 impose (in 
particular , he should not be able to order c1.ny forf<'i.turc of 
remission .) The Visiting Justice would dec1l with nll sGrious 
.J • 
has been recommended . In the first place, if legal 
representation at disciplinary hearings were to be permitted, 
there wo uld be an immediate 'rush' , with many inmates engaging 
lawyers simply to find out what benefits they could reap from 
the new system . If lawyers were permitted to appear on behalf 
of cliPnts charged with trivial offences, the efficiency 
of the running of the institution might be seriously impaired 
with disturbing results for both the prison authorities and 
the inmates. 
Secondly , as was suggested above, there may be difficulties 
in getting lawyers to appear on behalf of inmates charged w.i th 
relatively minor of fences. 
Thirdly , the proposal represents an essentially prc1g1,1.:1Lic C1q 
comprise between two opposing vi0wpoints: those who co,1sider /I 
that lawyers should be not be permitted to intervene i.n Lhe 
prison disciplinary process and those who think thr1t L~h0y 
should. Inherent in the writer's recommendation i.s f-110. prern.i.se 
that neither viewpoint provides an entirely satisfa.ctory 
or practical answer to the problem. The contemporilry si L:ua.tion 
within our prisons demands that the prohibition aga i.ns t J egal 
representation of inmates at prison disciplinary hearin9s 
be repealed. In suggesting that lawyers be allrnved to 
represent only inmates charged with serious breaches of 
discipline, it is considered that the objections of the. snpporters 
of both viewpoints are partially overcome. 
CONCLUSION 
Whatever views people may entertain on whether lnwynr 
should be allowed to represent inmates at prison d i.sci.pJ ·i nary 
hearings, there is no doubt that it is a question t wh .i.d1 rnnc 1 
c11:tention must be given in the near future. One ob1,e1:vcr hr1:, 
h . . (50) made some pertinent remarks on t 1s topic: 
------------------------------------- - -
(49) contin/d . breaches of discipline . Provision might ,llPo 
be made for lc:twyers to ·(cpresent inmates in cases wher.c an 
inmate , having had his case dealt with by the Supcrjntende>nt, 
appeals to the Visiting Justice against the Superintendent's 
decision . 
(50) A . Ashman , loc . cit . p . 10 . 
'['he paranoia which characterises the ins ti tu tionnJ 
climate requires that we go out of our way to pre~u11t 
a model of perfect fairness in handling (iffenc1ors c1nd 
their complaints. Such a nodel would say loudly 
through action to the inmates that prison administrators 
care about them as human beings andbelievc that their 
ideas and feelings are important and merit a full and 
fair hearing . 
Perha!?S the introduction of lawyers into the disd plinary 
process would go some way towards achieving this 'mod"'] of 
perfect fairness in handling offenders and their complaints ' 
( 51) 
---------------- --
(51) It should nol he thouqhl· , however, thr1t c1isgrunLJccl i11rnt1Lr's 
in New Zealand are impoLent in airing t.h n ir gr'l'Vanc·c, r;. 'l'i10 
Penal Institutions Regulations 19Gl conlaLn r,pr'ci. ,11 p1.ovi.sionr, 
for dealing with con:r,lui nts nf .inmates. R0.gulc1tio11 73 provid s 
that within a week of the application beinq made, the 
Superintendent shall hear the application of cvo1y i nmc1te 
vho has mc1de a request to see him. In addition, nvc'ry innw.te 
has the right Lo interview un Inspector of Pri so,1s ,u1tl/or a 
Visiting Justice. 
'l'he department of Justice also allows irn,1r1.tes to \11·i t0. 
uncensored letters to the Ombudsman and the Minister of 
Justice . 
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CHAPTER 5 
AMERICAN LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 
Numerous legal assistance programmes for prison jnmates 
have been , and in fact still are, operating in the Unjted 
States. The marked proliferation in the number of these 
programmes in recent years is attributable to the 'mounting 
recogniti on by the courts, law schools, lawyers and the general 
public of the legal needs of prison inmates '. (S 2 ) 
It is proposed to give a brief description of scver0l 
prison legal services progrmnmes in the United States. 
( 1) Privately-Funded Prison Legal Assistance P1~ccts 
The Massachusetts Post-Conviction Legal Services 
Demonstration 
In 1965 a private group in Massachusetts, known as 
( 5 3) 
the Massachusetts Correctional l\::;sociation, establisherl 1e 
Post-Conviction Legal Services Demonstration Prnjcrt, lo 
provide legal assistance to Massr1.chusetts prison inmr:t te~. l\ 
lawyer knowledgeable in the post-conviction area was appointed 
as a full-time co-ordinator. His primary task was to ovr;rsee 
the activities of volunteer attorneys,but it was soon .lcr1.n1od 
that volunteer attorneys had neither sufficient timcnor 
expertise for the higl1ly specialised work that \vas requ irr;d. 
Subsequently, law students \'!ere enlisted and utilised under 
the supervision of the fulltime attorney . 
'l'here were several ways in which an imnale \Ji1S diroctecl 
to ti1e Legal Services Project. l\n inmate's letter to <1 
community service agency, public official,or ordinc1ry ciLizcn 
( 5 2) Cardarelli and Finke lstcin - 'Correctional l\c1rn.i.n i r, t rc1 trn:.s-= 
Assess the Adequacy a1~~ lmoact of Prison Lequl. Sl;rviccs 
Progress in the United Stutes' 65 Journal o{-c.r:i.111 i.n_c:iJ_ 
Law and Criminology 91 at p.92 . 
(53) The information in ~1t section is taken from Jacob and 
Sharma - 'Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal 
Services in the Criininal Corr~ctional Process ,-1-ST.Jniversity 
of Kansas Law Review 493 (1970) at p . 598 . 
might be forwarded to the office, or letters originally addressed 
by inmates to the courts might be placed in the hands of the 
Attorney-Co-ordinator . Those inmates assisted also encouraged 
others to inquire of the Project directly . 
Based upon their ex~erience in operating the Project, the 
sponsors recommended: 
(1) The assignment of volunteer lawyers to the post-convj cU on 
problems of prison inmates does not provide a satisfactory 
answer . 
(2) The magnitude of the post-conviction legal needs of 
prisoners and the importance of this issue for prison 
administrc1tors, as well as inmates, demands the 
establishment of a permanent, well-staffed legal service, 
commensurate in quantity and quality with medical and 
other professional services long made available to 
correctional institutions. Ultimately, the public's 
concept of justice will conpel it. 
(3) There is considerable agreement that the responsibi1ity 
for a permanent post-coi1viction legal service should 
rest with a public rather than private aqency. 
( 2) La\J Student Progra.mmes for the Assistance of Prison Inmates 
The great majority of prison legal services programncs 
in the United States are O,?erated by law schools. l\ rc~con t 
survey of the 143 law schools within the United Stater; found 
that of the ninety-seven respondents, forty-two hRd prison 
legal services progranmes in operation. Furci1ermore, a 
follow-up investigation of the forty-six law schools that did 
not respond indicated an additional twenty-one schools with 
. . h . (54) programmes providing sue services . 
( ) . . t' t p (55) a The University of Conncc icu rogramrne 
In December 1968, the University of Connecticut est:ablished 
a prison legal services programme. The purpose of the 
(54) Cardarelli and Finkelstein. loc. cit. p . 92 
(55) See Jacob and Sharma , loc. cit. p . 607 
··~~ ' . I ,,, "i , ' '. ' • ~ I 
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programme is to assist prisoners Hho claim they are illegally 
impris oned . 
the prison. 
fills out an 
Students maintain regular office hours at 
To obtain the services of a student, the prisoner 
application form . A student then interviews 
the inmate to ascertain the grounds for his claim of illegal 
detention . The student investigates the facts , resea.rchc 8 
the law and drafts a memorandwn for the faculty advisor . 
If a. meritorious claim is discovered , the approprinte post-
conviction petition is drafted for the inmate . In ca.ses 
having exceptional educational value the faculty advisor 
fills the appearance and proceeds as counsel of record with 
the continued assistance of the student . In all other c.:1ses 
the inmate ' s petition is accompanied by an application for 
the appointment of counsel. When counsel is appointed , the 
student makes his services available to the attorney . 
(b) . . t f 1 . . ( 5 6) Universi yo Kansas Lega Assistance ProJect 
The University o f Kansas legal assistance project was 
established in 1965 . 
Pris on inmates apply for legal assistance by senc1in~r a 
completed form to the law school. Each case is assigned 
to a team of students who interview the inmate c1t tha pd son . 
The students attempt to verify every statement of f<1cl r1c1lle 
by the prisoner . No unqualified opinion is expressed unl~ss 
all of the prisoner's assertions have been verified by 
investigation . Frequently the trial transcript must h0 
reviewed , and verifications rnu.3 t De sought from prosc~cu core,, 
defence counsel , and other persons connected with tha pror0cdinc0. 
1vhen students have developed an understanding anc'l hnvc rec1ched 
a conclusion concerning the question raised by the inm~te, 
they prepare a memorandum summarising their findings . 
In cases which have merit , the appropriate motions nnd 
other pleadings to be filed by the inmate arc drafted for him . 
(56) See Wilson "Legal Assistance Project at Leavenworth' ' 
24 The Lega l Aid Brief Case254 (1 966 ) 
.:)) 
The prog ramme does not attempt t o represent inmates in the 
courts , b u t does attempt to procure the appointment of 
counsel for them . 
The organisers set up several objectives for the 
programme : 
(1) To assist inmates with problems arising out of inter-
personal relationships both in and out of the prison. 
(2) To identify and assist those inmates with substantial 
legal problems . 
(3) To discourage frivolous and unsubstantial litigation. 
(4) To augment the normal institutional counselling services. 
(5) To provide an educational experience for law students. 
According to the organisers, there has been some evidence 
of success on each count . 
Other law school programmes provide legal counsel1ing 
for inmates on civil legal problems as well as on questions 
relating to appeal. 
SUMMARY 
The recognition of inmates' legal needs in the United 
States has resulted in the proliferation of numerous prison 
legal services programmes. The above description of s0.vcrc1.l 
of these programmes provides an interesting illustrc1.tLon of 
how inmates' needs in this area. cc1n be dealt with. Tiowev0.r, 
the sui tabi li ty in the i' cw Zealand setting of legal assj stance 
programmes operated by law schools is open to question. 
i,:U -
CIIAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
The superficial examination undertaken in this paper 
reveals that, generally speaking, the procedures currently 
existing within our prisons for the dispensing of legal 
advice to inmates on their legal problems are in need of 
considerable improvement. Evidence suggests that inmates 
are often left t o their own resources to resolve any pr.essinq 
legal problems which confront them . A failure to overcome 
these problems can often lead to an inmate developing feelings 
of bitterness , resentment and frustration - feelings \'lhich 
are hardly conducive to lowering the tensions which are 
prevalent in many of our penal institutions . 
It is accordingly suggested that a start be made Lo imple-
menting . an organised legal assistance scheme whereby i.nma.tes 
would be adequately advised on all their legal problems. The 
necessity for such a scheme is apparent since it is cl ar that 
Inmates of correctional institutions have both 
criminal and civil legal problems to a greater degree 
than the average person in the free corrununi ty. 
Providing medical service for inmates is no longer 
open to question. Similarly, the legal problems that 
confront inmates should be dealt with intelligcn ly, 
particularly when we know tnat more than 95% will 
return to the free community. (57) 
In examining the proposed format of any projected lcgcJ.l 
services programme for prison inmcJ.tes, it is considered by 
the writer tha--;· either cf two possibilities (both canvassed in 
greater depth in the Report on Criminal Appeals by Justice) 
may suffi ce . 
Firstly , it has been proposed that a scheme be estc1blished 
whereby a full-time independent lawyer would service a prison 
(57) Ashman - 'The Rhetoric and RGality of Prison Reform ' 
56 The Judicature 7 (1972) at p .13 
or group of prisons. This legal officer would perhaps be 
appointed by the New Zealand Law Society , but paid by the 
Government . In relation to appeal , the duties of the lawyer 
would include contacting newly convicted inmates, advising 
them fully o f their rights of appeal, assisting them to 
contact their own legal representative, and so on. Wla:e 
an inmate does not have a legal adviser , the lawyer would assist 
him in drafting his notice of appeal . The lawyer would als o 
be avai lable to give legal advice to inmates on any civil 
legal problems whi eh they are concerned about . Where an 
inmate 's problem is of such a nature that legal representation 
is considered essential, the legal officer would help the 
inmate to contact a lawyer. 
An alternative scheme which has been suggested envisages 
a local lawyer visi ting the insti tut.i 0:1 once or twice a week 
and advising inmates both on ma~tersof appeal as well as civil 
legal problems . This scheme might conceivably work along 
similar lines to the legal referral services currently 
operating in the Wellington region (with law students possibly 
assisting the visiting Lawyeri . Inmates wishing to mc1.ke use 
of the service would make appointments with the Chief Officer . 
Lawyers willing to act on behalf of inmates would place 
their n~nes on a roster . If an inmate's problem requireL 
the services of a lawyer, the problem would be referred to 
one of the lawyers on the roster . 
As far as legal representation at prison disciplinary 
hearings is concerned , both schemes might assist an inmate 
charged with a serious breach of discipline to contact n lawyer 
to appear on his behalf . 
In deciding which of these schemes should be implemented 
in our penal system, several points should be noted . 
In relation to the first scheme suggested above , on 
difficu lty which arises is that the legal officer, although 
independent , would probably be paid by the Justice Department 
or the Government. He may, therefore, be subject to some f orm 
- <'.!2 -
of departmental pressure, subtle or otherwise, in the 
exercise of his duties. If, for example, the legal officer 
has been busily advising inmates to bring actions against 
the prison authorities for wrongs alleged to have been done 
to them, the Justice Department may pressure him to desist 
from advising inmates to pursue such courses of action. 
Also, if the legal officer is µaid by the Justice 
Department or the Government (as he presumably woul<l be) the possi--
bility arises that inmates may regard him as a mere 'stooge' 
of the prison authorities and as just another part of the 
criminal justice system and, consequently, may not approach 
him for legal advice. 
The success of such a scheme will accordingly depend 
not only on whether the legal officer will, in fact, be in-
dependent of any departmental or <Jovernr;iental pressure, but 
also on whether he can display and demonstrate his 
independence to the inmates. Failure to achieve both these 
factors will, in all likelihood, diminish the prospects 
of success of a legal services programme along these linos. 
The second proposed scheme also has its attendant 
+-
difficulties. Chief an10ng; these is the question of who, if 
anyone, will pay the visiting solicitor for the tirna an<l 
effort involved in taking part in the scheme. If tho Crmm 
pays the lawyer, there is agc.1.in the possibility of the L1wyer 
being regarded as part of the prison system and Lhercforc 
suspect. If, on the other hand, the lawyer is not paid, 
the sci1erne will operale largely on a charitable basis, with 
la,,yers in effect performing a highly beneficic.1.l service for 
the conununity, without any reimbursement. To retain the 
element of charity in the provision of legal aid is, in the 
opinion of the writer, obn~-ious and totally unacceptable. 
Another difficulty is that prison administrators will 
undoubtedly want a voice in selecting the visiting lawyer. 
'• 
Some lawyers= perhaps because of their political or moral 
leanings - may simply be unacceptable to prison authorities. 
If, for example, a lawyer had consistently campaigned for 
improvement of penal conditions and had displayed a highly 
critical attitude towards penal administrators, a Superintendent 
may have grave reservations about permitting him to come into 
the institution to advise inmates on their legal rights. 
To what extent, then will penal administrators be permitted 
to 'select' the visiting lawyer? 
Both schemes outlined above share one common problem -
that of overcoming inmates' suspicions. It is plain that 
any legal services programme must give the appearance 0£ being 
independent of the prison system, since the beneficial aspects 
of such services can be virtually nullified if the programme 
is viewed by the inmates as operating under the direction of 
the prison administration. 
However, daunting the problems in implementing a legal 
s ervices programme for prison inmates may seem, nevertheless 
some thought must be given to establishing such a scheme in 
the near future. The provision of legal services for 
inmates represents an exciting possibility for the future 
development of legal aid in our community. 
Criticisms of Legal Services Programmes 
Unfortunately, there are, and will continue to be, 
obstacles which stand in tl1.e way of implementing a legal 
assistance scheme for prison inmates. 
One of the major obstacles to be overcome is to combat 
the semi 'siege mentality' of many prison administrators, which 
perceives of lawyers as 'outsiders', unsympathetic to the 
problems confronting the penal system. Such an attitude is 
perhaps understandable since 
Any system as traditionally insulated from aggressive public scrutiny and burdened by decades of cumulative problems as is the prison system is bound to be 
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sensitive to the prospect of any further challenge 
from thG outside. This is especially true if the 
outsiders are perceived as being independent 
of internal controls, immoderate, unco-operative 
and without knowledge or understanding of the goals 
and priorities of the correctional process. (58) 
Consequently , one of the chief difficulties involved in 
establishing any prison legal services programme is to 
convince prison administrators that the establishment of such 
a scheme will not seriously affect the maintenance of security, 
discipline and control within the institution . The problem 
is such that 'anything that appears to threaten the delicate 
equilibrium of the institution or the preservation of internal 
order, will be perceived as a matter of be greatest consequence 
and may be subject to the f11llest resistance . ... by 
(59) correctional staff and personnel . 
Genuine though these fears of disruption within the 
prison may seem) the results of an 1\.merican survey of correctional 
administrators ( 6 0) suggest that these fears may be largely 
unfounded . The survey atternyced to determine the impact of 
prison legal services programmes on correctional institutions 
as perceived by those whose primary responsibility was the 
day to day administration of the institution . Correctional 
administrators involved in the survey were asked whether 
legal services would tend to increase inmate hostility against 
the institution . Surprisingly, less than 12 percent of the 
respondents believed that prison legal services had the 
undesirable effect of increasing inmate hostility against the 
institution , while almost 85 percent of the respondents 
considered that legal services did not have such an effect. 
Respondents were also asked whether prison legal services would 
tend to have an adverse effect on prison discipline and 
security. The results indicated that 83 percent of the 
respondents foresaw no such effect. 
( 5 8) 
( 5 9) 
( 6 0) 
Cardarelli and Finkelstein - 'Correctional AdministrRtors assess the Adequacy and Impact of Prison LGgal Services Programs in the United State~65 Journal of Criminal Law and 
Criminology 91, at p . 101 
Cardarelli and Finkelstein, loc . cit . p.9~ 
See Cardarelli and Finkelstein , loc . cit. 
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In sum , more than 80 percent of the correctional 
administrators i nvo lved in the survey believed that prison 
legal ser vi ces did not have any negative impact on internal 
order . Indeed , there is every reason t o believe that 
legal serv i ces f or inmates ~ight promote secu rity and 
discipline wi thin the institution : 80 percent of the 
respondents be lie ved that legal services provided a safety 
valve f o r griev ances of inmates against the institution and , 
therefore , made a p ositive contribution to the maintenance of 
internal order . One administrator , echoing the sentiments of 
many others , n oted: ( 6l) 
The staff o f this institution feels that such legal 
assistance is a great asset in maintaining order 
within the institution. Such a program helps the inmate 
to expel the feeling of being 'lost•, and helps to 
get acro ss t o the inmate that he does have personal 
worth . 
The report o f a survey carried out by the Centre for 
C . . 1 t' . . ( 62 ) l rimina Jus ice at Boston University stated t1at: 
(61) 
(6 2) 
Interviews c onducted with inmates revealed that they 
smi the difficulty of living with in-prison legal 
problems in terms of dependency, helpfulne,,s, 
aggravat:bn , anger, impotence, and bitterness; these 
feelings found expression in violent and escapist 
behaviour . A number of these inmates implied that the 
provision of legal assistance is an important. clcncnt 
in reducing the potential for intra-institutional violence . 
Cardarelli and Finkelstein, loc . cit p.96 
See Centre for Criminal Justice, Boston University -1 Perspectives on Prison Legal Services: Needs, Impact and the Potential For Law School Involvement' (Hereinaftr>r 
referred to as 'Perspectives on Prison Legal Services') 
The project included a natinnul survey of state correctional administrators, prison wardens and prison welfare officers as well as a national survey of law schools operating legal services programmes . It should be noted Lhat the article by Cardarelli and Finkelstein is an expanded version of 
this survey . 
One f o rmer inmate interviewed by the writer commented : 
I think that a lawyer advising inmates on civil and 
criminal legal problems would be an advantage to 
the pris on authorities, especially because it is 
helping the problems of inmates . The dfa:::i.plinary 
problems that you get in prison administration are 
often caused by the fact Lhat a particular prisoner 
is o ften upset by something . Very often it is a 
cri min a l o r civil matter which he is uptight about -he i s wondering what his wife is doing ,or whether 
she has r u n o ff with someone , or how the kids are . etc . 
Unfortunately , due to the sheer lack of any New Zealand 
research in this area , the writer must rely heavily on Ameri c a n 
material for assistance . The relevance of such material to 
New Zealand conditions is open to question . For example, 
it would probably be correct to state that l\merican inmates 
are much more politically and legally conscious than their New 
Zealand counterparts (although the situation may now be 
changing ) . l\s a result , American penal administrators, when 
confronted with a situation where inmates were not only 
conscious of but were also demanding recognition of their legal 
rights, may have found that the implementation of a legal 
services programme appeased the demands of militant inmates . 
This may account in part for the overwhelming opinion expressed 
by correcti onal administrators that prison legal services do not 
disrupt dis c ipline and security within the institution 
and may , in fact , promote internal order and stability . 
Nevertheless , it is consi<lered by the writer than in the 
absence o f any other evidence, the American material is of 
persuasive assistance in examining ·the validity of certain 
criticisms and objections which have been raised concerning 
legal services programmes . In particular, the American 
surveys adduced above cast some doubt on the assertions made 
by penal administrators that legal services may adversely affect 
internal stability witllin institutions. 
One criticism which has been levelled at prisoner legal 
assistance schemes is that such schemes will be deluged by , and 
in fact will encourage, frivolous and groundless claims by 
inmates , thereby dissipating the energy and resources of both 
the lawyers invdved in the programme and the courts which have 
to process the claims. Indeed , the dilerruna facing any legal 
services programme is 
to afford the maximum opportunity for an inmate 
~ith a legitimate issue co effectively present it 
to a court while minimising the potential flood of 
groundless claims. The need is to develop an adequate 
system or program for discovuing the legitimate 
claims of the most reticent inmate and to provide 
the competent advice and help necessary to effectively 
present these claims. (63) 
The survey carried out by Boston University revealed 
that the vast maj ority of inmate requests f or assistance 
(86 percent ) from legal services prograrrunes were regarded as 
non-frivolous . Almost two thirds of the law schools who 
operate legal services projects estimated that less than 
25 percent of their requests are frivolous. (N . B . The 
Report of the survey does not outline the criterion Gmployed 
in assessing whether an inmate's request is frivolous or 
not). The survey concluded that 
These data provide a prelir:1inary basis for the bGlief 
that the energies of prison legal services programs 
have not been dissipated on large quantities of 
outrageous or highly whi1.1sical inmate requests for 
legal assistance. (64) 
Indeed, there is an equally convincing argument that 
prison legal services, far from increasing frivolous claims and 
petitions to the courts, acc.ually reduce the number of such 
requests . The point is obviou.3, take for example, the case of 
an inmate who considers, quite erroneously, that he has a good 
d1ance of a successful appeal against conviction and/or senLence . 
If he isleft to his own resources to decide whether lo appeal 
or not , without the benefit of legal advice , he willprobabJy 
appeal , even thought it is abundantly clea to everyone excqi:. 
the inmate , that he has little or no chance of success . If, 
on the other hand, he has tl1e benefit of legal advice crnd is 
(63) A. Asrunan , loc. cit . at p . 12 
(64) Perspectives on Prison Legal Services , op .cit . pp2 -3 
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informed that his prospects for a successful appeal are 
very dim , there is every reason to expect that the inmate 
will not appeal . The Boston University survey found that 
80.5 percent of the law school respondents who operate 
prison legal services programmes indicated that such 
services have a positive effect in reducing frivolous inmate 
petititions to the courts. The results suggest that 'the 
availability of credible legal advice can play a very 
important role in clarifying legal questions which might 
I otherwise result in ill-conceived, court-bound petitions . (65) 
Furthermore, the difficulty with the argwnent that 
legal services will increase frivolous claims by inmates 
is that the word 'frivolous' is open to varying intcrp1otation . 
Obviously , if an inmate is concerned about something or 
harbours some grievance, no matter how petty it may appear, 
it is proably far from frivolous in his estimation. Therefore, 
what may seem trivial or frivolous to the reasonable member 
of the free community may, in fact, have serious and complex 
overtones for an inmate. By way of illustration, take the 
case of an inmate who, after some time in prison , is toJd 
by the prison authorities that instead of unlimited 
correspondence privileges which he previously enjoye~henceforth 
he is only allowed to write two letters a week . The inmate 
in question enjoys writing letters to his family and friends , 
since such correspondence constitutes one of his remaining 
links with the outside world. If he were to complain to a 
visiting lawyer about this restriction on correspondence, 
would his grievance be classified as frivolous? To the ordinary 
1t1an in the street such a complaint may seem trivial; but to 
the inmate, restriction of correspondence privileges mc1y 
amount to a serious interference in one of the few rights 
which he still retains . Similarly, take 8 e case of an 
inmate who believes, for one reason or another, that he did 
(65) Ibid . p . 3 . 
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not recei ve a fair trial . Although it may be obvious to 
perhaps everyone else that his belief is totally erroneous 
and misguided , nevertheless the inmate's pe~:stence in 
regarding himself as a casualty of a miscarriage of justice 
i1ill affect his whole attitude . l\s a result , the inmate ' s 
belief that he has been wrongly imprisoned may assume l:he 
proporti ons o f a serious personal problem , whereas to someone 
perhaps more detached from the situation , it is clear that 
an appeal by the inmate has absolutely no chance of success . 
Although an appeal in such a case may seem frivolous to 
everyone else exce,t the inmate , perhaps it is in the interests 
of all concerned th.?Jtthe inmate's appeal be heard and he be 
given his day in court. 
• To claim, therefore, that legal services will encourage 
frivolous claims is to often define 'frivolous' according 
to an objective yardstick, assessed by the standards of 
the free comrnuru:y, whereas it should be looked at from a 
subjective point of view, viz. does the inmate concerned 
consider his problem or grievance frivolous? 
The attitude of the public must also be taken into 
account when considering whether to establish a legal services 
prograrrm e for prison inmates. Cri ties of such projects 
have asked why society's time, attention and money 
should be devote:d to persons who have shown themselves 
to be anti-social, irrespons:ible and , the argwnent 
goes , unworthy of the esteem or help of their fellow 
man . ( 6 6) 
Such criticism - based upon what one may loosely label 
as the 'human garbage' concept of prisoners - l<jnores one 
of the basic aims of our criminal justice system: rehabilitation 
or treatment of the offender . J\nc1 , c1s Linde comments: 
One may question the need of legal services to the 
inmates in a correctional institution . It woul~ 
be easy to asserc that this type of service is c1 
(66) Jacob u.nd Sharma - 'Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need 
for Legal Services in the Criminal - Correctional Process ' 
18 University of Kansas Law Review 493 (1970) at p . 512 . 
luxury and .;uperfluous . However, after our short 
experience of a year (providing legal services to 
Minnes o ta prison imates ), we are firmly convinced 
that a legal problem o f an inmate should receive 
the sam0 consideration which any medical , psychiatric , I dental and social problem would be given . It would 
be unthinkable to allow a person with a broken leg 
to go without medical attention . Legal problems , 
likewise, do exist and sometimes they require 
immediate help a:1d action. (67) 
One point , however , needs to be emphasised . It is doubted 
whether the community would tolerate the dispensing of free 
legal advice to inmates by , perhaps, a State-supported legal 
assistance program , while a substantial proportion of 
the free community are denied such advantage or privilege. 
Suci1 an attitude is understa~~ble and it must be stressed 
that, as far as legal aid is concerned , the provision of legal 
services for prison inmates must assume a rather low priority. 
However, with the increasing developments in tlw field of 
legal aid and advice in this country - such as the legal aid 
scheme , legal advice centres and the duty solicitor ~chcme -
there would appear to be few people who are unable to obtain 
some form o f legal advice or assistance. While the position 
is far from perfect, nevertheless some thought must now be 
given to implementing a prison legal services progr.:unrne, 
since it is clear that no only do inmates have legal problems 
to a greater degree than the ordinary citizen in the free 
community, but also that the current procedures within our 
institutions for dealing with inmates' legal problems are in 
need of improvement. 
The Positive Aspects of Prison Legal Services 
Some positive aspects of prison legal services have u.lready 
been touched upon, viz. that such services may promote security 
ana discipline within the prison , as well as possibly reducing 
the illnount of frivolous petitions to the Court by inmates. 
( 67) Linde - ' Let's Disbar the Jail House Lawyer' Proceedings 
of the American Correctional Association 124 , at p . 126 (1962) 
I 
J.i. 
In addition, it has been suggested that the provision 
of legal services may contribute towards the rehabilitation 
of inmates . 'Underlying this assu1tption is the premise 
that the incarcerated offender is often beset with frustrations 
which ultimately handicap him in his efforts to successfully 
rejoin the community upon release, and that legal problems 
of varying descriptions often compound these frustrations .1 ( 68 ) 
Jacob and Sharma consider that: 
As a matter of sound correctional and rehabilitQtive 
practice it is i@portant thac the prison inmQte's 
legal needs be met . The preoccupation of an inmate 
with his legal problems can thwarr the process of 
rehabilitation . IIe cannot concentrate on a vocQti onal, 
educational, or other therapeut5c training prograrnnF:? if 
he has hanging over him a Damocles sword in tnc form 
of a persisting legal pr~Jlem, any more than he could 
if he had a nagging toothache . The provision of legal 
services to prisoners is in no way a luxJry, but an 
absolute necessity in cori1bating the spectre of high 
recidivism and increasing crime rates. (69) 
The survey conducted by Cardarelli and Finkelstein found 
that treatment direct.ors ( 70 ) 'were overwhelmingly ( 9 7':5) 
of the opinion that an inmate's eventual rehabilitation and 
successul reintegration into society are significantly affected 
by unresolved legal problem;;, and that such unresolved legal 
problems are an impech1,1ent to effective partici~c.tion .in 
treatment programs . ( 71) Simihrly, almost 92 percent of 
the correctional administrators believed that legal ass .istance 
to inmates reduced inmate tensions created by unresolved 
legal prob lerns . 
It should be noted, however, that a very small number of 
correctional administrators involved in the Slrvey felt that 
legal services for iTu aces 'could have a detrimcntaJ effect 
0,1 the rehabi li tati vc process by diverting the inmate's 
attention from the dj fficult tasl\. of restructuring his bils.ic 
(
M) 
( 7 0) 
( 71) 
( 6~) 
Loe cit, at p . 511 
Probably the American Equivalent of our prison welfare officers . 
Loe . ci t . at p . 98 
Co.n:kve\\ 1 a.Ni F,n.k.e..ls.te.H\, ·, O C. c d- , o.t p 3 b 
attitudes and values~ ( 72 ) One warden remarked: 
Legal assistance to prisoners tends to support 
their hopes that there may be no need for them 
to change after all. The law is adversary, and 
the(!awyer) assisting a prisoner is his advocate , 
his champion, and attempts to help him make his 
point of view prevail . It is precisely here that 
the problem co1,::s (because) the prisoner ' s real 
problem is his point of view (and) that point 
of view will continue to get him into trouble as 
long as it persists . .... 
In the same vein, one administrator considered that 
'the degree o f legal intervention has reached the point 
where many inmates are looking only to legal loopholes for 
release rather than the rehabi li tati ve route.' ( 7 3 ) 
Despite the views expressed by a minority of correctional 
admin~-~·t.rators , the J\J, erican experience of prison legal a id 
programmes has, according to Silverberg, confirmed the belief 
that 
clarification of the le<Jal process as it has been applied 
to him (the inmate) .... removes festering doubts 
in many cases and may hel~ set a man's sights on 
rehabilitation rat11er than revenge. ( 7 4) 
Supporters of prison legal services also claim that 
such services may contribute to an improvement in inmate 
attitudes towards law and the legal process and may provide 
a counterweight to the often prevailing inmate view that the 
criminal justice system is 'stacked' against nim. It has 
been argued that: 
Prisoners have a great many misconceptions about 
the lm-1 .. . . The::;c large-sc" le misconceptions are 
___ s.:....,y~m:etomatic of the rrroneous assumptions of many inmates 
(72) Loe . cit. at p . 97 
(73) Loe . cit . p . 97 
( 74) II. Silverberg - 'Law School Legal Aid Clinics' 
of Pennsylvania ~aw Review 970 at p . 976 (1969) 
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that they have been unjustly treated in the criminal 
justice process, feelings which cause distrust and 
resentment toward the courts and the legal system . 
Many of the prisoners find the entie system unfair: 
all too often it punishes the poor or memhers of 
minority groups while allowing the rich , who are able 
to obtain superior re~)resentation, to go free. Disparity 
in the length of sentences given defendants with 
similar backgrounds for similar crimes aggravates 
resentment. Providing legal representation to prisoners 
besides serving to dispel some of their misconceptions 
would be conducive to their rehabilitation and 
resocialisation. (75) 
Theorganisers of a Massachusetts Post-Conviction Services 
Project , in evaluating its impact, commented that the p:.-:-oject 
'provided inmates with competent legal advice concerning a 
variety of problems. This, in turn, prevented an inmate 
from dwelling on real or imagined grievances. Such grievances 
left unresolved, often lead to deterioration of morale, a 
contagious element which adversely affects both inma~es and 
correctional personnel alike. The morale was improved by 
the fact that an inmate now nad a means to unburden him,c lf 
and this indicated to the prisoner that th<2 law does posi3ess 
a degree of humanity and that incarccr a..::ion was not tobc 
equated with a legal system that convicted and then ignored 
indigent people . Later, when released the offender might 
not be quite as disillusioned or embittered by the manner in 
which the legal system had dealt with him . 
( 7 G) 
The Boston University project adduced some interesting 
results which tended to support the contention that legc1l 
services may i~prove inmate attitudes towards the luw anc1 the 
legal process. The project compared the attitudes towards 
law of newly-admitted inmates wno subsequently applied for 
legal assistance with a sample of newly-admitted inmates 
w:10 made no suhsequent application for legal assistance. The 
experi 1,1ental group of inmates, those who requested legr1.l 
assistance , were found to have changed significantly from their 
(75) Jacob and Sharma - loc. cit . pp 511-512 
(76) Cited in Jacob and Sharma loc . cit . at p . 599 
Vlctori' Jniversity c 
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initial attitudes towards the law at admission to the 
instituti on. The control group of inmates , on the other 
hand , were found not to have changed from their initial 
position. (There were no statisti cally significant differences 
in attitude between the t,w groups at admission t o the 
insl:i tution.) The project's report commente d that the results 
although not conclusive 
appear to suggest that those inmates wh o recruosted 
legal assistance from an available legal services 
delivery sy$tem did, at the time of first contact 
wi tl1 that sy~tem exhibit a significant change in their 
attitudes toward the law . Specifically , the applicants 
for legal services were found to have become 
significantly less neg at. vc in their attitudes t owards 
the law and legal institutions than those inmates who 
had not applied for legal assistance. (77) 
A caveat must be lodged , however , over the use of 
these results . The project ' s report gives n o guide as to 
thecomposition of the sample groups cr inmates , so that it is 
unclear whether the inmates were first o ffenders or maxj mum 
security prisoners. ('l'he makeup of the sample grouns IT.Fly have 
some bearing on the results.) Secondly, it is not at all 
clear by what methods the change in inmates ' attitudes was 
assessed . And, finally, the results merely reveal that tl e 
attitudes of the inmates had become less negative; they do 
not demonstrate that inmates adopted a more positive atticude 
towards the law and the legal process . Despite these 
reservations , the results of the Boston University project 
on this point do have some value. 
The American experience of prison legal services has 
revealed yet another positive feature of such prograrrunos: 
.i.nmace reaction to prison legal services has been oucstandingly 
favourable , despite the fact that that inmates' cases are oft011 
. . (l ,' ) rejected by the courts . The report of the Boston University 
(77) 'Perspectives on Prison Legal Services ' op . cit . at ppl2 -13 
(7,-;i,i,J Ibid . at p .15 
project noted 
Inmate satisfaccion wit.h the prison legal services 
project far exceeded the rate of favourable outcome 
in processing inmates' cases. Whereas favourable 
results for inna~es were achieved in 37.2i of the 
cases processed) 75~ of inm, to-clients indicated 
that they w12re salL:;f' <.. d with the manner in which 
their cases wer handleo ..... Both surprising and 
gratifying to theproject's staff was the inmates ' 
aprr1.r0nt capac.i ty to rcgc rd as satis L1ctory the 
efforts which were made on their behalf even though 
specific results were not always achieved for them . 
Prison legal services, at the very least , <lemons trate 
to inmates that someone cares ubo t their problems and 
inmates are often quick to appreciat~ any assistance given 
to tLem . 
Problem The Antagonistic Lu.wvcr ------------~----.---..,-
Before concluding this p,p r., it is pcrhr:Qs \vorthwhi.le 
rnenti~1ing one serious problem encountered in the opL:ration 
of legal assi .·tance projeci.::s in ~he United States . 
ctnd Finkelstein note Lh,.,t although correctional admi nis i.: 1·aLors 
arc h.i ghly receptiv'"' to U1L: inLro 1uction of legal sc·rvi ·ci, 
proqrammec , nGarly half of -che administrators involved in L"h 
survey considered lawyers to be un~yipathetic to their problems . 
The complaint was often made that lawyers involve• in ll;<J<1l 
ass is i:.ance projects rrcquently en tcr the institution~ <1s 
'uncoo .. erati ve antilgon ists of t~1e a ]ministration and hoe; ti. le 
I ( 7 8) 
Lo the correction 1 system . One administraLor claim d 
that: 
.... many legal services ~ttorneys who visit 
inst.~ t:utions prei,cnt themsel vcs us an enemy of the 
in~tiLutio1 id c 1us they project t.hemselve~; as 
being figh ··.crs of the syslcrn ralhcr th n loge 1 
advisors . 
Other adrnini:..,trntors bL:licve t.hot the lm-1y rs wc,~c more 
concern d ab ou t th->ir 'own cc1u~; .... ,; ' ru.thcr thnn tho~,c of th 
inmate . One respondent acgued the t legal servJ.Cl s 
moy t nd to furth r open th0 door to attorneys 
who arc more intcr1..;ste in the 'social causei; ' 
t.·h,m in the legul riqh ts ot their inmate client., . 
__ i . e . seek tQ 'us, ' :·he in i.....t.e to further x1~ oJ oq_i_e_.s_. _(_7_9~) ____ _ 
(78) Cardc1.relli an<'l Finkelstein , Joe . cit. p . 100 
(70) T!)id . p.]00 
One cannot avoid the suspicion that these criticisms 
of lawyers voiced by correctional administrators are often 
little more than 'admonitions to legal services lawyers to 
work within the system and to cooperate with prison authorities' 
and 'veiled demands that lawyers subvert their sobPr professionaJ 
judgements t o the expressed needs of correctional administration' 
Nevertheless the problem does seem to be a very real one, at 
least in the eyes of penal administrators . 
In implementing any prison le~al services programme, 
t.herefore there must obviously be frequent consultat.:ions 
between penal administrators and lawyers, so that any 
difficulties which may eventuate in tne operation of such a 
programme can , hopefully, be dealt with in a harmonious 
and friendly manner, free of any feelings of bitterness 
and acrimony . By adopi:..ing this course of action, perhaps 
this unpleasant problem which has arisen in the United States 
can be avoided here . 
sumrnRY 
No one, least of all the wri.'cr, would deny thut lhe 
i1 plernentation of a legal services programme for prison inmr1.tes 
wjll involve some considerable practical difficulties. Dr1unc.ing 
though these problems may appear, one must be cautious le·t the 
rationale behind the provisio,1 of prison legal services be 
forgotten; the purpose of any lu;:i.l assistance pros ram..nG J. s 
surely the protection. of people's legal rights. Underlyi tl<f the 
support for any prison legal services project is the premise 
that it is consistent with fundamental principles of justice . 
As one prison administrator co ~cnted : 
I know of no legiti1nate arguments against protecting 
people ' s legal rights . If the state is diligent in 
protecting the rights of its least citizens, prisoners, 
I can feel more secure about my own. (82) 
(80) Ibid , p.101 
(81) Ihid . p . 101 
(82) Ibid , p . 102 
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